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Acronyms and
abbreviations

iv

ARC

Australian Research Council

ATLAS

A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS

CERN

European Council for Nuclear Research

CMS

Compact Muon Solenoid

CoEPP

ARC Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics at the Terascale

CP

charge parity

DM

dark matter

fb

femtobarn

GAMBIT

Global And Modular Beyond the Standard Model Inference Tool

GeV

giga electron volt

ICHEP

International Conference on High Energy Physics

KEK

High Energy Accelerator Research Organization

LHC

Large Hadron Collider

MSSM

Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

NMSSM

Next-To-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

pp

proton–proton

SABRE

Sodium-iodide with Active Background REjection

SM

Standard Model of particle physics

SUSY

supersymmetry

TeV

tera electron volt

WIMPS

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

HIGHLIGHT 2012
Discovery of the Higgs boson
At the historic International Conference on
High Energy Physics (ICHEP) in 2012, held in
Melbourne and co-hosted by CoEPP, the discovery
of a “Higgs-like particle” was announced in a twoway videolink with CERN. News of the discovery
dominated popular media in the ensuing days and
put Melbourne researchers into the spotlight. The
Higgs discovery completed the Standard Model
of particle physics and led to the awarding of the
2013 Nobel Prize in Physics to Peter Higgs and
Francois Englert.

Fabiola Gianotti (above, who
was ATLAS spokesperson in
2012) presenting the results of
the ATLAS experiment. Fabiola
has since gone on to become the
Director-General of CERN.
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About
The Australian Research Council (ARC) Centre of Excellence for Particle
Physics at the Terascale (CoEPP) is a collaborative research venture
between the universities of Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney and Monash.

The Centre
CoEPP fosters links between experimental and
theoretical particle physics, links Australian
research to significant international research
centres, establishes strong Australian grid and
cloud computing expertise, and further develops
accelerator technologies in Australia.

Vision
The Centre will exploit a once-in-a-generation
opportunity for fundamental scientific research
in Australia through its involvement with
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN.
This includes discovering new physical laws,
recreating and investigating matter under
conditions that have not existed since the
big bang, and producing and studying dark
matter (DM) in the laboratory. The Centre will
lead the nation in pursuing knowledge of the
fundamental laws of particle physics through a
deepening engagement in the international field
of high-energy particle physics.

Mission
• To provide young Australian scientists with
direct access to this most exciting field of
endeavour on a footing where they will be
competitive with their international peers.
• To inspire a new generation of young
Australians to pursue careers in science and
technology.
• To lead Australia in the field of high-energy
physics research, and to establish national
awareness, pride and longevity in this
field through international collaboration,
excellence in research training and
opportunity for engagement.
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Director’s report
This report marks the end of the ARC Centre of
Excellence funding contract for CoEPP.
The first 7 years of CoEPP have been extremely
productive and have set Australian high-energy
physics on a solid foundation.

Right from the beginning, we
have made important, indeed
groundbreaking, contributions to
the field.
CoEPP has played an important role in the
discovery of the Higgs boson, and one of our
early highlights was hosting the landmark
International Conference on High Energy Physics
(ICHEP2012) conference in Melbourne in our
second year of operation. At this key conference
for the field, the announcement of the discovery
of the Higgs boson was made simultaneously at
CERN and in Melbourne.
We have participated in a broad array of
searches for any – even tiny – differences
between observation and experiment of the
Standard Model of particle physics (SM), with
many of these searches looking for candidates
for DM particles (WIMPs). Searches for this
critical missing ingredient of the SM have gained
real maturity in Australia, directly because of
the growth in our capacity and connections.
The production searches that began, and are
continuing, at CERN have been extended to
direct searches of cosmic DM in deep mines.
The major Australian contribution to the
ATLAS experiment at the LHC – the 2.6 MCHF
capital, and a large personnel contribution to
the SemiConductor Tracker development and
construction – was completed before CoEPP
started. But the capacity provided by CoEPP
allowed for a major deployment of a new crop
of excellent postdocs in a variety of ATLAS
data analysis and data mining activities. Such
was the extent and quality of this effort that
our reputation grew both within the ATLAS
collaboration and beyond.
CoEPP is now well known in the international
particle physics community.
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Our participation in the Belle II experiment
is well established, and we are preparing for
data collection to start when the SuperKEKB
electron–positron collider commences its next
phase in the coming weeks, before full operation
from 2019.
The strong foundation that CoEPP generated
has created capacity for the Stawell
Underground Physics Laboratory and the
premiere experiment to be installed there, the
direct DM detection experiment, SABRE. Already
successful in obtaining preliminary funding,
this major initiative will be the basis of an ARC
Centre proposal that brings together many
CoEPP members, as well as researchers from
the University of Western Australia, nuclear
physics at the Australian National University
and astrophysics at Swinburne. Senior CoEPP
physicists are taking strong roles in the next
generation search with the SABRE experiment
and, more importantly, are advancing a major
national program towards SABRE-South in the
Stawell Gold Mine.

We owe the success of CoEPP to the
strong support across institutions,
providing funding in line with the
generous support of the ARC, but more
importantly providing our institutional
base, reputation, and many of the best
research students from Australia and
abroad. With our critically important
senior staff, capable of extraordinary
leadership, the postdoctoral fellows
attracted and developed within CoEPP
has been arguably our most important
outcome. We have seen many move on
to new positions within particle physics,
to industry and commerce, and into
government.
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Our constant and talented administrative staff
have oiled the wheels in the many tasks that
are essential for a successful research institute.
Institutional processes, events and both our
internal and outward-focused communications
and outreach have been expertly carried out,
providing a very supportive environment for the
science to proceed with minimal hindrance.
We have been superbly aided by an experienced
and supportive Advisory Board, which continues
to give formal and informal advice in planning
our future. Furthermore, our International
Advisory Committee has provided highly
respected scientific critique of our program and
strategic advice on its development.
Although we were unsuccessful in a bid for a
further round of funding from the ARC, CoEPP
can continue as long as it maintains a national
focus for high-energy physics in Australia at the
level and breadth expected of such a centre. We
intend to keep the Centre operational, and to
maintain the name, CoEPP. We aim to continue
the CoEPP legacy and are developing strategies
to ensure continuing support for the future of
the Australian particle physics program.

Professor Geoffrey Taylor
Centre Director
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Chair’s report
Jeremy Mould
(Chair to February 2017)
As I hand the Chair’s (virtual) gavel to my
colleague Dr Adi Paterson, it is time to reflect on
the accomplishments of CoEPP over the past 6 years.
CoEPP has fused its four university schools
of physics into a national program of particle
physics (at the tera electron volt scale!). It would
have been inconceivable a decade ago for
Australia to join CERN. Yet through CoEPP we
were part of the discovery of the Higgs boson
that won the 2013 Nobel Prize, and now have a
national collaboration that is ready for Associate
Membership – a participation that will add to
Australia’s global stature in the field.
This will build on the existing work of CoEPP.
CoEPP has a coherent program in theoretical
particle physics, the beginnings of an
instrumentation program and a vision for public
benefits from particle physics technology.
CoEPP has a collaboration agreement with
Fermilab, an active collaboration with the Belle II
experiment in Japan and a focused collaboration
with the Italian National Institute for Nuclear
Physics at the LN Gran Sasso underground
physics laboratory. In 2014, CoEPP hosted the
Workshop on Future Light Sources of the 5th
Asian Forum for Accelerators and Detectors and
the 4th Australian Collaboration for Accelerator
Science. Australian particle physics is now
thoroughly connected with developments in
Asia. Some 100 research students go on to
leadership positions in a diversity of fields.
The research computing group is offering
its international expertise to our information
technology community, and those who are
working towards the next standard model
of particle physics are taking part in a global
effort to make the next leap forward in our
understanding of the universe.
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I want to thank the Director and staff of CoEPP
for working with me in the Chair’s role over
the past 6 years. Intellectually, it has been
very rewarding. For example, I have learned
everything about DM that I could want to
know (except what it is!). The Chair’s job is
to marshal the advice of discipline experts,
science communicators and university research
managers, and I found that my previous
experience as Chair of the Anglo Australian
Telescope Board was put to good use.
The Board felt that it helped to make history
in pulling together a national research effort.
The cohesion of CoEPP is what the Centre’s
Director and its Board proudly pass on to the
fundamental discipline of particle physics.
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Adi Paterson
(Chair from March 2017)
I would like to thank Professor Jeremy Mould
for his chairmanship of the CoEPP Advisory
Board since the inception of our work.
He can reflect on great progress in establishing
a strong and responsive community, and
a powerful interaction between theorists, experimentalists and the
integrative disciplines that underpin modern high energy physics with
“big machines”.
As a materials engineer stepping into the chair,
I hope to bring a sense of the challenges and
opportunities in the Higgs era. I suspect for
many it feels like the post-Higgs era. This is the
dilemma of success, do we mine the “mother
lode” or look for new horizons?
I suspect that we will need to do both. CERN
and the LHC is our most familiar turf, and this
is where a lot of thinking will be happening.
The model is established and robust, and our
short-term aim will be to engage in a national
conversation on Associate Membership,
though at a time when funding challenges
make this hard work. It is nevertheless
strategically important.

We have agreed as a community to workshop a
new, differentiated Centre of Excellence bid in
the 2018 round. If successful, this will take us to
new horizons. I commend this process to all who
can put their shoulders to the wheel.
Our community has grown. Our international
partners have been pivotal in our success. My
hope for 2018 and 2019 is that we build well on
the best we have done.
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Structure and governance
The Centre is managed through committees
and management teams. The organisational
structure is designed to support a focused,
coordinated program and to sustain our ability
to deliver change over an extended period.

Operation and
management
Centre management comprises the Director,
Professor Geoffrey Taylor; the Associate Director,
Professor Anthony Thomas; and four node
directors who manage local node issues. These
staff form the Centre Executive Committee,
which meets monthly throughout the year.
Because committee members have varied
travel schedules, four of these meeting are
held face to face and the remainder are held by
teleconference, to ensure that participation is as
wide as possible.
A Centre Manager supports the Director and the
executive team, and oversees administrative,
information technology, outreach and
communications support for the Centre. The
Centre Manager also works with node directors
to ensure the proper flow of accounting
information between the Centre and the nodes.
Financial statements are generated quarterly
and financial reports are presented annually to
the Advisory Board, with interim statements at

the half-yearly meetings. Two other key roles in
the Centre are outreach and communications,
and research computing. Outreach activities
include national and local programs for school
students, public lectures, and involvement in
conferences and workshops. Communications
activities include public-facing elements such
as media liaison; promotion of the Centre, its
research and researchers; and management
of the Centre website and social media. The
Research Computing facility enables the Centre
to maintain its pledge to the Worldwide LHC
Computing Grid by providing Tier 2 computer
facilities to the ATLAS experiment and local
analysis support for the Centre’s experimental
researchers and students.

Centre advisory
committees
Advisory Board
The Advisory Board meets every 6 months to
provide advice to the Centre Director and to
provide oversight, review and comment on
matters of strategic direction, the conduct of
research and other relevant Centre activities.
The board met at the CoEPP Annual Scientific
Workshop in Glenelg in February and at the
University of Melbourne in August.

COEPP governance structure
International
Advisory Committee

Director

Associate Director

Centre Manager

Professor Anthony
Thomas
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Advisory Board

Professor Geoffrey Taylor

David Varvel

Research Computing
Manager

Senior Communications
and Outreach Consultant

Lucien Boland

Caroline Hamilton

Melbourne Node
Director

Adelaide Node
Director

Monash Node
Director

Sydney Node
Director

Professor
Raymond Volkas

Professor Anthony
Thomas

Associate Professor
Csaba Balázs

Professor
Kevin Varvell
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Members of the board are:
• Professor Jeremy Mould (Chair to February
2017), Professor of Astrophysics, Swinburne
University
• Dr Adi Paterson (Chair from March 2017),
Chief Executive Officer, Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation
• Mrs Sarah Brooker, Managing Director,
Science in Public
• Professor Mike Brooks, Deputy ViceChancellor (Research) University of Adelaide
• Professor Karen Day, Dean of Science,
University of Melbourne (Deputy ViceChancellor (Research) nominee)
• Professor Bruce McKellar AC, President,
International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, and Honorary Professorial Fellow,
University of Melbourne
• Professor Michael Morgan, Head, School of
Physics, Monash University (Deputy ViceChancellor (Research) nominee)
• Professor Michael Thompson, Professor in
Zoology, University of Sydney (Deputy ViceChancellor (Research) nominee).

International
Advisory Committee
The International Advisory Committee (IAC)
consults annually and provides independent
scientific expertise, advice and experience
from established research centres and leading
international laboratories.
Members of the IAC are:
• Professor Rolf-Dieter Heuer (Chair), President
of Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
(German Physical Society)
• Professor Hiroaki Aihara, Vice President,
University of Tokyo, and Associate Director,
Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of
the Universe, Japan
• Professor John Ellis, CERN, and Clerk Maxwell
Professor of Theoretical Physics at King’s
College London, United Kingdom
• Professor Peter Jenni, CERN, and Guest
Scientist with the Albert-Ludwigs-Universität,
Freiburg, Germany
• Professor Young-Kee Kim, Louis Block
Professor of Physics, University of Chicago,
United States.

Meeting schedules
Meeting

Attendees

Frequency

Format

Advisory Board

Advisory Board and Director

6-monthly

At the Glenelg workshop
in February and at the
University of Melbourne in
August

Centre Executive

Director, Executive Committee,
Centre Chief Investigators and
academics

Monthly

Four face-to-face meetings
per year; remaining
meetings by teleconference

CoEPP
Experimental
Particle Physics
Group

Experimental particle physics
staff and students from
Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney
universities

Weekly

Teleconference between the
three experimental nodes of
the Centre

Internal Annual
Research
Workshop

All CoEPP research and
administration staff and students,
and representatives from Partner
Institutions

Annually

Held in Glenelg in February

Theory Group
Journal Club

Theory researchers and students
from all nodes

Monthly

Held by teleconference
between all nodes
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Personnel
Chief Investigators

Professor
Geoffrey Taylor
Centre Director,
University of
Melbourne

Professor
Raymond Volkas
Node Director,
University of
Melbourne

Associate
Professor Martin
Sevior
Chief Investigator,
University of
Melbourne
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Associate
Professor Csaba
Balázs

Professor
Anthony Thomas

Professor Kevin
Varvell

Node Director,
University of Adelaide

Node Director,
University of Sydney

Professor
Elisabetta
Barberio

Associate
Professor Nicole
Bell

Dr Antonio
Limosani

Chief Investigator,
University of
Melbourne

Chief Investigator,
University of
Melbourne

Professor
Anthony Williams

Associate
Professor Bruce
Yabsley

Associate
Professor Ross
Young

Chief Investigator,
University of Sydney

Chief Investigator,
University of Adelaide

Node Director, Monash
University

Chief Investigator,
University of Adelaide

Chief Investigator,
University of Sydney
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Additional academic staff

Dr Peter Athron
Senior Academic,
Monash University

Associate
Professor Archil
Kobakhidze
Senior Academic,
University of Sydney

Dr Phillip
Urquijo
Senior Academic,
University of
Melbourne

Dr Matthew
Dolan
Senior Academic,
University of
Melbourne

Dr Michael
Schmidt
Senior Academic,
University of Sydney

Dr Robert Foot
Senior Academic,
University of
Melbourne (to July
2017), University
of Sydney (from
November 2017)

Associate
Professor Paul
Jackson
Senior Academic,
University of Adelaide

Associate
Professor Peter
Skands
Senior Academic,
Monash University

Dr Martin White
Senior Academic,
University of Adelaide
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Partner Investigators

Professor Allan
Clark
University of Geneva,
Switzerland
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Professor Tony
Gherghetta
University of Minnesota,
United States

Professor Karl
Jacobs
University of
Freiburg, Germany

Professor Chiara
Meroni

Professor Andy
Parker

Professor Mark
Trodden

Istituto Nazionale di
Fisica Nucleare, Italy

University of
Cambridge,
United Kingdom

University of
Pennsylvania,
United States

Professor Mark
Kruse
Duke University,
United States

Honorary fellows and
associates

Postdoctoral
researchers

• Dr Andrew Bakich, Honorary Fellow,
University of Sydney
• Dr Shivani Gupta, Visiting Research Associate,
University of Adelaide
• Dr Girish Joshi, Associate, University of
Melbourne
• Professor Bruce McKellar, Associate,
University of Melbourne
• Associate Professor Lawrence Peak, Honorary
Fellow, University of Sydney
• Dr Brian Petersen, Associate, University of
Melbourne
• Dr Aldo Saavedra, Honorary Fellow,
University of Sydney
• Dr Juris Ulrichs, Honorary Fellow, University
of Sydney

Monash University
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Sujeet Akula
Dr Andrew Fowlie
Dr Haitao Li
Dr Tong Li
Dr Yang Zhang

University of Adelaide
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Juan Herrero Garcia
Dr Marek Lewicki
Dr Hrayr Matevosyan
Dr Roman Nevzorov
Dr Andreas Petridis
Dr Pankaj Sharma
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University of Melbourne

PhD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Giorgio Busoni
Dr Yi Cai
Dr Tyler Corbett
Dr Noel Dawe
Dr David Dossett
Dr Takashi Kubota
Dr Chunhua Li
Dr Sandra Robles
Dr Federico Scutti
Dr Jafar Shojaii
Dr Francesco Tenchini
Dr Francesca Ungaro
Dr Zhao-Huan Yu
Dr Daniele Zanzi

University of Sydney
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Kevin Finelli
Dr Kristian McDonald
Dr Frank Meier
Dr Anthony Morley
Dr Jin Wang
Dr Lei Wu

Students
Monash University
PhD
•
•
•
•

Cody Duncan
Nadine Fischer
Giancarlo Pozzo
Graham White

University of Adelaide
Honours
•
•
•
•

Emily Filmer
Minh Tan Ha
Nicholas Leerdam
Adam Virgili

Masters
•
•
•
•
•

Christopher Diassinis
Jake Guscott
Harry Poulter
Edmund Ting
Stephen Tronchin

Ankit Beniwal
Damir Duvnjak
Dylan Harries
Sophie Hollitt
Nicolas Ivancevic
Kay Marie Martinez
Zachary Matthews
Theo Motta
Daniel Murnane
Jason Oliver
Riley Patrick
Robert Perry
Anum Qureshi
Filip Rajec
Marco Santoni
Andre Scaffidi
Abhishek Sharma

University of Melbourne
Masters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innes Bigaran
Byung Cheon
Patrick Dawson
Shanette De La Motte
William Dix
Daniel Ferlewicz
Frederick Hiskens
Stephen Keyte
Ibtihal Mahmood
Ashley McDougall
Peter McNamara
Dylan Morgan
Roberto Munoz
Michael Nee
Gregory Peiris
Iulia Popa-Mateiu
Christopher Pyke
Nina Rajcic
Shaadil Shah Mandarry
Christian Sotomayor
Aghuistin Steel
Justin Tan
Clarisse Thomas
Ngoc (Maria) Tran
Xuanhao Zhang
Madeleine Zurowski
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PhD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tristan Bloomfield
Amelia Brennan
Giacomo Caria
Tomasz Dutka
Joshua Ellis
Alexander Ermakov
Leon Friedrich
Johnathan Gargalionis
Anton Hawthorne-Gonzalvez
Chia-Ling Hsu
Anders Huitfeldt
Brian Le
Rebecca Leane
Stephen Lonsdale
Caitlin MacQueen
Millie McDonald
Marco Milesi
Francesco Nuti
Luis Pesantez
Joni Pham
Pere Rados
Isaac Sanderson
Kim Smith
Laurence Spiller
Thor Taylor
Eiasha Waheed
James Webb

University of Sydney
Honours
•
•
•
•
•

Joshua Ewald
Thomas Nommensen
Francis Pham
Wenqi Yue
Albert Zhou

Masters
• Nadia Toutounji
• Lachlan Vaughan-Taylor

PhD
•
•
•
•
•
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Somasuntharam Arunasalam
Shyam Balaji
Neil Barrie
Bahman Ghadirian
Cyril Lagger

•
•
•
•

Shelley Liang
Adrian Manning
Carl Suster
Matthew Talia

Professional staff
• Mr Tiziano Baroncelli, Engineer, University of
Melbourne
• Mr Tommaso Baroncelli, Engineer, University
of Melbourne
• Mr Lucien Boland, Research computing
manager, University of Melbourne
• Dr Goncalo Borges, Research computing
officer, University of Sydney
• Dr Catherine Buchannan, Monash node
administrator, Monash University
• Ms Caroline Hamilton, Senior communications
and outreach consultant / Acting manager,
University of Melbourne
• Mr Sean Crosby, Research computing
administrator and developer, University of
Melbourne
• Mr Stephen Gregory, Engineer, University of
Melbourne
• Ms Winnie Huang, Centre administrator and
personal assistant to the Director, University
of Melbourne
• Ms Sharon Johnson, Adelaide node
administrator, University of Adelaide
• Dr Diana Londish, Sydney node administrator,
University of Sydney
• Dr Padric McGee, information technology
support, University of Adelaide
• Ms Mary Odlum, Finance officer, University of
Melbourne
• Ms Annabelle Pontvianne, Monash node
administrator, Monash University
• Mrs Rebecca Rossi, Administration officer,
University of Melbourne
• Ms Silvana Santucci, Adelaide node
administrator, University of Adelaide
• Mr David Varvel, Centre manager, University
of Melbourne
• Mr Scott Williams, Research assistant,
University of Melbourne

HIGHLIGHT 2012
Collison
In 2012, CoEPP launched its art–science program,
Collision for National Science Week. Coinciding
with the discovery of the Higgs boson, Collision
asked people to create artworks informed by
particle physics. Entries were received from all over
the globe from students, artists and scientists, and
exhibited in an online gallery. Selected entries were
shown at the Melbourne Planetarium alongside a
particle physics exhibition that included a 50:1
scale model of the ATLAS detector built with
Lego. A Collision magazine was produced and
distributed nationally in collaboration with
Voiceworks magazine and Express Media.
Collision ran again in 2013 and 2015, in
partnership with RiAus and CSIRO.
Selected entries were displayed at
the FutureSpace gallery as part
of the Adelaide Fringe Festival
and published in Double Helix
magazine.

Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics at the Terascale
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Research
CoEPP undertakes groundbreaking particle physics research, and
is the foremost particle physics research centre in Australia. Centre
researchers work on the most pressing questions in the field, including
tests of the SM, Higgs boson properties and Higgs decay analysis,
new physics beyond the SM, supersymmetry (SUSY) and unification of
fundamental interactions, and the elusive search for DM. A major focus
of research within CoEPP is the ATLAS experiment at CERN.
Theoretical work underpins the experimental
studies, with theorists and experimentalists
working collaboratively on the many areas of
study in the Centre’s rich research program.
Cross-node collaboration is strong. CoEPP

researchers also work with individuals across
the globe on specific projects and, along with
ATLAS, are members of many other particle
physics collaborations, including Belle II and
GAMBIT.
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The Higgs program

Academics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elisabetta Barberio
Noel Dawe
Paul Jackson
Takashi Kubota
Lawrence Lee
Tony Limosani
Anthony Morley
Federico Scutti
Geoffrey Taylor
Kevin Varvell
Jin Wang
Martin White
Daniele Zanzi

Students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Curtis Black
David Jennens
Brian Le
Marco Milesi
Francesco Nuti
Jason Oliver
Pere Rados
Laurence Spiller
Thor Taylor

Introduction

Research

The discovery of the Higgs boson was
the most significant achievement of the
ATLAS and CMS experiments in the first
period of data taking (Run 1) of the LHC.
It proved that the SM is a self-consistent
theory. After a 2-year shutdown for
essential upgrades, the LHC began its
Run 2 phase in 2015 with collisions set
at the unprecedented energy of 13 tera
electron volts (TeV). The LHC delivered
more than 40 femtobarns (fb–1) of
proton–proton (pp) collision data in
2015 and 2016, more than projected.
With even more collected in 2017, the
Higgs research program is in full swing.
Now that the existence of the Higgs
boson has been well established, Higgs
searches have turned into precision
measurements. The aim is to measure
– as precisely as possible – all the
properties of the new particle and
compare them with the SM predictions.
Deviations may give hints of extensions
of the SM (new physics) with other
Higgs boson partners or of new physics
at higher energy scales.

H → ττ

CoEPP researchers have been actively
studying the 13 TeV data from Run 2.
Parts of the ATLAS detector and
of the data acquisition and event
reconstruction software have been
upgraded, and properties of the proton
collisions have changed with respect
to Run 1. That meant that the ATLAS
detector and software had to be
thoroughly commissioned with the new
data. CoEPP researchers contributed
to the recommissioning and are now
involved in the wide range of Higgs
analyses outlined below.

The search for the Higgs boson
decaying into pairs of tau leptons
is the most sensitive analysis for
discovering and measuring the Higgs
boson coupling to fermions. Preliminary
results released in 2013 showed strong
evidence for Higgs boson decays into
tau leptons. This result was updated
in 2014, based on the full set of data
collected by the ATLAS experiment
during the first period of LHC data
taking, corresponding to about 5 fb–1
of pp collisions at the centre-of-mass
energy of 7 TeV and about 20 fb–1 at
8 TeV. The updated result, published
in the Journal of High Energy Physics
(JHEP 04 (2015) 117), shows a clear
excess of events, with a significance
of 4.5 standard deviations above the
background-only hypothesis. This is
the strongest evidence so far of the
Higgs boson coupling to fermions.
Under the hypothesis that the Higgs
boson is produced and decays to tau
leptons, the measured cross-section
is 1.4 ± 0.4 times the one predicted
by the SM, and the measured Higgs
boson mass is about 125 giga electron
volts (GeV), compatible with the
mass measured more accurately in
separate analyses of events where
the Higgs boson decayed into pairs
of vector bosons. One of the main
challenges in the H → ττ analysis
is the efficient reconstruction and
identification of the hadronic decays
of the tau leptons. These types of tau
lepton decays occur with the highest
probability, but the resulting hadrons
are difficult to distinguish from jets of
hadrons produced by the fragmentation
of quarks and gluons emitted from
the pp collisions. CoEPP researchers
have a longstanding and significant
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contribution in both the search for H → ττ and
the reconstruction and identification of the
hadronically decaying tau leptons.
CoEPP researchers are also leading the search
for these decays by targeting one specific
production mode: Higgs boson production
in association with a vector boson (VH). This
production mode is less than those exploited
in the main H → ττ search, but observing
this rare process is relevant for pinning down
the Higgs boson properties and for testing
SM predictions. The analysis of the 20 fb–1 of
data collected at the centre-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV was published in Physical Review D
(Phys. Rev. D 93, 092005). An upper exclusion
limit on the production cross-section times
branching ratio for VH(→ττ ) events is set at
5.6 times the SM prediction and the signal crosssection is measured to be 2.3 ± 1.6 times the
SM prediction. Daniele Zanzi and PhD students
Curtis Black and David Jennens established a
data-driven method for estimating background
events with misidentified muons and electrons,
and hadronically decaying tau leptons. The
method is expected to have wider applications
in other physics searches. PhD student Brian
Le, with Jennens and Zanzi, pioneered a
multivariate approach for estimating the
background events from production of two
vector bosons. Elisabetta Barberio edited the
paper submitted to Physical Review D.
CoEPP researchers are also fully committed
to the ATLAS H → ττ analysis for the current
period of LHC data taking. The sensitivity for a
discovery at 5 standard deviations is expected
to be reached in Run 2. Barberio convened the
analysis team from 2015. PhD student Laurence
Spiller developed an improved multivariate
analysis of the Run 2 data in the fully hadronic
final state, using new topological variables he
developed and published in JHEP (JHEP 03
(2016) 027). Zanzi and PhD students Le and
Pere Rados contributed to the data acquisition
software for events with hadronically decaying
taus and to the calibration of the energy
measurement of such particles. Zanzi is also
leading the design of the measurement of
the Higgs boson charge parity (CP) quantum
number in the Higgs boson decays into tau
leptons. This is a complex analysis because of
the difficulty in selecting the signal events and
the need for a precise reconstruction of the
tau lepton decays. This analysis will be one of
the most sensitive measurements of the Higgs
boson CP quantum numbers, with important
implications in the search for new physics.

H → WW
In Melbourne, PhD student Rados and Takashi
Kubota continue to lead the measurement of
the cross-section of Higgs boson production in
association with a W boson in the final state,
where the Higgs boson decays into a pair
of W bosons (WH → WWW). This channel
allows for the direct measurement of the
Higgs boson couplings to W bosons. Kubota
was coordinator of the WH → WWW analysis
group and edited the first publication from
the H → WW group based on the 13 TeV data
(ATLAS-CONF-2016-112). This has been the
only publication of the H → WW decay with
13 TeV data to date and is therefore important
for the Higgs boson studies in ATLAS. Rados
leads the WH → WWW analysis in the final
state containing three leptons and was in charge
of outlining the Run 2 trigger strategy for all
H → WW analyses.
In Adelaide, PhD student Jason Oliver and
Paul Jackson also joined the H → WW efforts,
working on signal extraction methods and
characterisation of H → WW events produced
via gluon fusion.

ttH → leptons
CoEPP researchers in Melbourne make crucial
contributions to the search for the Higgs boson
production in association with top-quark pairs
(ttH) in leptonic final states. The search for this
rare Higgs boson production mode is one of
the ATLAS flagship analyses for Run 2 at the
LHC. The observation of ttH events provides a
direct measurement of the Higgs boson coupling
to top quarks, with significant implications
for searches for new physics. In the analysis
of the 20.3 fb–1 of 8 TeV data (led by PhD
student Francesco Nuti, along with Barberio
and Zanzi), an excess of events corresponding
to 2.1 + 1.4 − 1.2 times the SM expectation
have been observed (Phys. Lett. B 749 (2015)
519–541). In 2016, the preliminary analysis of
the first 13.2 fb–1 of pp data collected at 13 TeV
confirmed the result measuring a ttH crosssection 2.5 + 1.3 − 1.1 times higher than the SM
prediction (ATLAS-CONF-2016-058), as shown
in Figure 1.
PhD student Marco Milesi, Barberio and Zanzi
worked on the determination of the background
events with mis-reconstructed leptons in events
with two leptons with the same electric charge,
which is the most sensitive final state (ATLASCONF-2017-77).
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They are now analysing the full dataset collected
in 2016, which is 2.5 times larger than the one
already analysed, to provide the first evidence
of the ttH production. Milesi, Barberio and Zanzi
are re-optimising the trigger selection strategy
and improving on the background estimate to
reach even higher sensitivities.

H → 𝛾𝛾 , Z𝛾
The decays into pairs of photons are particularly
attractive for the study of the properties of
the Higgs boson, thanks to the high photon
reconstruction and identification efficiency, as
well as the excellent photon energy resolution at
ATLAS. CoEPP researchers in Sydney are taking
leading roles in both the searches for the SM
Higgs boson and for a high mass resonance in
decays to photons and other bosons. Jin Wang
has been responsible for the generation and
validation of the simulation used in the H → 𝛾𝛾
analyses. Wang has also been one of the leading
contributors in the measurement of the Higgs
boson production cross-section via vector boson
fusion (VBF) using the H → 𝛾𝛾 decay.
Together with Y Fang, Institute of High Energy
Physics, China, he developed a multivariate
method to maximise the sensitivity of the VBF
H → 𝛾𝛾 signal against nonresonant backgrounds,
including events with mis-identified photons,
and resonant backgrounds, like H → 𝛾𝛾 events
produced via gluon fusion. Preliminary results on
the first 13.3 fb−1 of Run 2 data were presented
at ICHEP in 2016 (ATLAS-CONF-2016-067).
In addition to the production cross-section
measurement, Wang is also working on the
measurements of properties of the Higgs boson
such as its spin and CP quantum numbers. He

Figure 1
Best-fit values of
the ttH cross-section
in units of SM
prediction by final
state category and
combined.

contributed to the introduction of the so-called
“optimal observables”. These are variables that
combine multidimensional information from the
production and decay matrix elements in the
H → 𝛾𝛾 analyses. They provide sensitivity to the
spin and CP quantum numbers, as well as the
effects of new physics. Wang also contributes to
the search for the production of WW𝛾𝛾 events,
where one SM Higgs boson decays into photons
and the WW pair is produced either by the decay
of a second SM Higgs or a boson from new
physics.
Anthony Morley and Tony Limosani are leading
contributors to the search for the H → Z𝛾
decays. Measurements of (or limits on) the
H → Z𝛾 decay rate can provide insight into
bosons originating from new physics. The
decay rate can help determine whether the new
boson is the Higgs boson or a member of other
electroweak singlets or triplets. Furthermore,
the H → Z𝛾 process is the only decay of the
Higgs to electroweak gauge bosons yet to
be observed. This measurement will also be
able to complement the precise measurement
of the Higgs boson mass already made from
measurements of the H → 𝛾𝛾 and H → ZZ
decays. Morley and Limosani are leading the
search for a high mass resonance in decays to
the Z-boson plus photon final state. Preliminary
results using 13.2 fb–1 of pp data collected
at 13 TeV was presented at ICHEP (ATLASCONF-2016-044, Figure 2). Morley was coeditor of this paper and led trigger studies,
and Limosani was co-editor of the supporting
documentation and performed background
modelling studies.
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Rare and exotic Higgs
searches
CoEPP researchers are also involved in several
searches for rare Higgs boson decays and for
heavier Higgs boson partners from new physics.
In Melbourne, Zanzi has been involved in the
search for the rare Higgs boson decay into a 𝝓
meson and photon (Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 111802)
to probe the Higgs boson couplings to light
quarks. Zanzi developed the trigger algorithm
that selected the 2.7 fb–1 of pp data at 13 TeV
employed in this search. In Adelaide, Lawrence
Lee and Martin White were involved in the
analysis of the observed excess of events with
two photons with invariant mass of 750 GeV in
the 3.2 fb−1 at 3 TeV recorded in 2015 (JHEP 1609

(2016) 001). They developed an analytic model
for the narrow and high mass signal that was
used to extract the final results of the analysis.
In Melbourne, Federico Scutti has led the ATLAS
search for doubly charged Higgs bosons in the
decay channel with light leptons (electrons and
muons) performed with 36.1 fb–1 of pp data at
13 TeV (CERN-EP-2017-198, submitted to Eur.
Phys. J. C). Models of new physics predict the
existence of doubly charged Higgs bosons to
explain the origin of neutrino masses. Scutti
developed the software needed for analysing
data, designed the background estimation
techniques and optimised the selection of the
signal region for the most sensitive channel of
the search involving decays into muons.

Figure 2
Distribution of the
reconstructed Zγ
invariant mass in
events, including
Z boson decays to
electrons and muons.
The solid lines
show the results of
background-only
fits to the data. The
residuals of the data
points with respect to
the fit are also shown.
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Introduction
CoEPP theorists continued investigating
the properties of the Higgs boson in
light of the experimental data from the
LHC. The ultimate goal of this research
is to understand the dynamics of
electroweak symmetry breaking and
to uncover new physics phenomena
associated with it. Theoretical
investigations in this direction have farreaching implications for understanding
the history of the universe we live in.
The observed dominance of matter over
antimatter – and hence ultimately our
existence – may indeed be determined
by the properties of Higgs boson
interactions.
Among the key research directions of
the CoEPP Higgs theory program are
• theoretical studies of various
strategies to measure the Higgs
boson couplings at the LHC and
future colliders
• model building that allows
electroweak symmetry breaking to
be placed within a more complete
and consistent theoretical framework
• uncovering subtle cosmological and
astrophysics manifestations of Higgs
physics.
CoEPP researchers have achieved
interesting results in these directions
in 2017.

Research
Higgs collider
phenomenology
The precision characterisation of the
properties of the Higgs boson is one
of the most important research areas
for future runs of the LHC, and a key
motivation for planned future colliders.
One of the most important of the
20

couplings is that between the Higgs
boson and a pair of top quarks, the
heaviest quarks in the SM. The nature
of this coupling is significant for the
hierarchy problem as well as in various
cosmological models, and it has drawn
the attention of a number of CoEPP
researchers this year.
Archil Kobakhidze, Ning Liu, Lei Wu
and PhD student Jason Yue explored
how future LHC measurements of top
Higgs couplings may constrain a variety
of models, including some related to
the matter–antimatter asymmetry of
the universe (Phys. Rev. D 95 (2017)
no. 1, 015016). Wu et al. have also
explored new methods to extract the CP
properties of top Higgs coupling at the
LHC (arXiv: 1701.00224). In further work,
Wu also studied how resonant Higgs
production could be used to probe the
existence of supersymmetric partners
of the top quark at the LHC (JHEP 1709
(2017) 037).
Planning is already under way within
the particle physics community for
future colliders, and CoEPP researchers
have been active in studying the
physics possibilities such facilities
would offer. Yu et al. (Nucl. Phys. B
924 (2017) 128 and arXiv: 1705.07921)
have been writing a series of papers
on how a future electron–positron
collider (Circular Electron Positron
Collider; CEPC) could use precision
measurements to constrain the
properties of DM. Csaba Balázs, as
part of a larger international effort
(Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) no. 7, 475)
has contributed to a large study of
Higgs physics at the electron–positron
Compact Linear Collider.
Jet substructure has been one of the
main new techniques introduced in
the past decade for the study of new
resonances at the LHC. Riley Patrick,
Pankaj Sharma and Anthony Williams
(arXiv: 1710.08086) have used these
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methods to explore the phenomenology of a
heavy charged Higgs in fully hadronic decay
channels. The same authors have further
explored a novel signature for this type of new
physics involving three top quarks in two-Higgsdoublet models (Nucl. Phys. B 917 (2017) 19).

New theory models and ideas
Athron and collaborators have been studying
precision predictions of the Higgs boson mass
(Figure 3) in a number of different theories of
beyond-the-SM physics, including the Nextto-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(NMSSM), which have resulted in public codes
being made available as part of the flexible tools
framework (JHEP 1701 (2017) 079).

There have been studies of Higgs
phenomenology in a number of different new
physics models. Juan Herrero-Garcia et al.
have scanned the parameter space of the Zee
model, which requires the existence of new
Higgs bosons to explain neutrino masses (JHEP
1704 (2017) 130; Figure 4). PhD student Daniel
Murnane, Martin White and Williams calculated
the levels of fine-tuning in models where the
Higgs boson is a composite particle, and the
leptons are also partially composite (JHEP
1709 (2017) 049). Finally, Roman Nevzorov
and Anthony Thomas have delineated the LHC
signatures of the Higgs bosons that appear in
the E6 Composite Higgs Model.

Figure 3
Different predictions
for the mass of the
lightest Higgs boson
in supersymmetry
using different
approximations,
including from the
FlexibleSUSY suite of
programs written by
Athron et al.

Figure 4
Correlation between
two different flavourviolating decays of
the Higgs boson in
the Zee model, an
extension of the
Standard Model that
generates neutrino
masses.
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Introduction
The ultimate goal of particle physics
is to provide a full description of the
various elementary particles that exist
in the universe, and to understand how
they interact with each other. While
the SM is a highly successful theory
that provides a precise description of
many particle physics phenomena, there
are excellent reasons to think there is
physics beyond the SM (new physics).
One considerable hint for new physics is
the fact that around 23 per cent of the
universe is made of an unknown type of
matter: DM. Very little is known about
these particles beyond the fact that they
must be nonrelativistic, stable and have
no direct interactions with light. CoEPP
researchers have made important
contributions to the development
of theoretical models for DM and to
the experimental searches for these
new particles. Identifying DM would
certainly be a milestone discovery in
understanding high-energy particle
physics and the universe around us.

Research
Searching for dark
matter at particle
colliders
Francesca Ungaro has led the ATLAS
search for DM produced in association
with heavy quark flavour with
external collaborator P Pani, CERN,
(arXiv:1710.11412). In scenarios where
the interaction between the SM and
the dark sector is mediated by a spin-0
particle, the interaction is Yukawa-like
and therefore final states with heavy
quarks are favoured. The results of
the search led to the most stringent
exclusion limits in case of a scalar
mediator, as can be seen in Figure 5.
The results were also translated into

limits on the DM nucleon scattering
cross-section, allowing a constraint to
be set in the low mass range, which
is left unexplored by direct detection
experiments (Figure 6).
PhD student Emily McDonald worked
with members of the ATLAS experiment
to search for DM produced in pp
collision events using an energetic
jet and large missing transverse
momentum. In particular, McDonald has
worked with M Giulia Ratti, University of
Milan, and V Ippolito, Harvard University,
to constrain a coloured scalar mediator
model of interactions between the dark
and SM sectors. Using data collected by
the ATLAS detector in 2015 and 2016,
mediator masses up to 1.67 TeV were
excluded at 95 per cent confidence level
for light DM particles in a benchmark
coupling scenario (arXiv:1711.03301). The
results represent the first ATLAS limits
in the mono-jet channel for a simplified
model which permits the production
of Weakly Interacting Massive Particle
(WIMP) DM via u- and t-channel
mediator exchange, in addition to
s-channel exchange.
Axion-like particles (ALPS), which
interact with SM particles predominantly
via couplings to photons and
electroweak gauge bosons, are a
generic feature of many extensions of
the SM. Matthew Dolan and external
collaborators T Ferber and C Hearty,
University of British Columbia,
F Kahlhoefer, University of Oxford,
and K Schmidt-Hoberg, Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron, reviewed
and updated existing constraints on
ALPs in the kilo electron volt to GeV
mass region from colliders, beam
dump experiments and astrophysics
(arXiv:1709.00009). This work also
presented a detailed calculation of the
expected sensitivity of Belle II, which
can search for visibly and invisibly
decaying ALPs as well as long-lived
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Figure 5
Exclusion limits
set by the ATLAS
experiment on the
production of dark
matter pairs through
the decay of a scalar
mediator, produced in
association with top–
antitop pairs. The
result represents the
most stringent limit to
date.

Figure 6
Translation of the
results presented
in Figure 5 in the
plane defined by the
dark matter mass
and the dark matternucleon scattering
cross-section. The
figure illustrates the
nice complementarity
of the results obtained
by the ATLAS
experiment and
by direct detection
experiments.

ALPs. In particular, Belle II can explore an
interesting class of DM models in which ALPs
mediate the interactions between the SM and
DM. In these models, the relic abundance can be
set by resonant freeze-out, leading to a highly
predictive scenario consistent with all existing
constraints but testable with single-photon
searches at Belle II in the near future.

Dark matter models
In Sydney, PhD student Neil Barrie and Archil
Kobakhidze proposed a new mechanism for
generating DM and baryonic matter during
cosmic inflation. During inflation, anomaly terms
violate CP invariance and the common matter
number and thus produce a nonzero Chern–
Simons number that is reprocessed into baryon
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and DM densities. The general framework is
applied to two possible extensions of the SM
(Mod. Phys. Lett. A 32 (2017) 1750087).
Peter Athron, Anthony Thomas, PhD student
Sophie Underwood and Martin White
performed the most detailed study to date of
DM candidates in the constrained Exceptional
Supersymmetric Standard Model (cE6SSM),
looking specifically for subsets of this model
that produce candidates that can be detected
within the next few years and might offer clues
that a nonminimal supersymmetric model is
realised in nature.
Adelaide PhD students Ankit Beniwal and Marek
Lewicki, together with White and Anthony
Williams and in collaboration with J Wells,
University of Michigan, studied the scalar singlet
model of DM to find regions of the parameter
space that can generate the matter–antimatter
asymmetry through electroweak baryogenesis
(JHEP 1708 (2017) 108). The work also included
an investigation of future gravitational-wave
detection prospects (as well as consideration
of the case where the scalar singlet does not
provide DM).
Nicole Bell worked with Giorgio Busoni and
PhD student Isaac Sanderson on simplified
DM models with an s-channel scalar
mediator. A typical feature of gauge-invariant
implementations of this scenario is the presence
of two scalar mediators that mix and interfere.
The minimal gauge invariant model involves
the mixing of a new singlet scalar with the
SM Higgs boson, and is tightly constrained.
They thus constructed a two-Higgs-doublet
model extension of this scenario, where the
singlet mixes with a second Higgs doublet
(JCAP 1703 (2017) 015). Compared with the
one-doublet model, this provides greater
freedom for the masses and mixing angle of
the scalar mediators, and their coupling to SM
fermions. They outlined constraints on these
models and examined the direct detection
phenomenology, accounting for the interference
of the scalar mediators and for the interference
of different quarks in the nucleus. In a followup paper (arXiv:1710.10764) they performed
a detailed parameter scan to determine the
mass and coupling parameters that satisfy
direct detection, flavour, precision electroweak,
stability, and perturbativity constraints, while
still producing the correct relic density through
thermal freeze-out.
Raymond Volkas worked with PhD student
Stephen Lonsdale and external collaborator
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M Schroor, University of Groningen, on the topic
of asymmetric DM, in which the abundance of
DM and visible matter are related (Phys. Rev.
D 96 (2017) 055027). Although it is relatively
straightforward to explain why the dark and
visible sectors could have similar number
densities, it is more difficult to explain why the
particles in the two sectors should have similar
masses. A possible explanation is to have a
non-abelian dark sector, in which the mass of
the “dark baryons” is set by the confinement
scale of the “dark quantum chromodynamics
(QCD)” interactions, in analogy with the mass of
the proton in regular QCD. Volkas and Lonsdale
examined the dependence of the dark hadron
spectra on the dark QCD confinement scale
and the number of light fermions, to find the
implications for the lightest stable state, the DM
candidate.

Dark matter direct detection
Adelaide researchers Juan Herrero-Garcia, PhD
student Andre Scaffidi, White and Williams
presented a new technique for using direct DM
search experiments to find multicomponent DM
(JCAP 1711 (2017) no. 11, 021), based on hunting
for kinks in the nuclear recoil energy spectrum.
The study includes estimates of the mass range
over which the technique is viable, and the
prospects for experimental detection in the next
decade of experiments.
Kobakhidze, PhD student Matthew Talia and Lei
Wu studied the potential of current and future
DM direct detection experiments to constrain
the explanation of the muon g – 2 anomaly
within the MSSM. The latest PandaX-II/LUX-2016
data already strongly constrain the interesting
parameter space and this will be further
constrained by XENON-1T. They demonstrated
that a future 100 TeV pp collider will be able to
probe most of the remaining parameter space
(Phys. Rev. D 95 (2017) 055023).
Dolan worked with external collaborators
F Kahlhoefer, Aachen University, and C McCabe,
King’s College London, on direct detection
of sub-GeV DM (arXiv:1711.09906). Although
such low mass DM is an attractive alternative
to heavier weakly interacting massive particles,
direct detection is challenging because the
energy transfer in DM-nucleus interactions
is small. However, if the recoiling atom is
ionised, the resulting electron may be detected
even if the nuclear recoil is unobservable.
Considering the case of dual-phase xenon
detectors, they demonstrated that including
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electron emission from nuclear recoils
significantly enhances their sensitivity to
sub-GeV DM particles. The proposed strategy
complements experiments looking for DMelectron scattering in scenarios where the DM
particles couple with similar strength to protons
and electrons.

Dark matter indirect
detection
Adelaide researcher White was part of the
team of Australian researchers who this year
solved a longstanding mystery relating to excess
positrons in the centre of our galaxy. In a Nature
Astronomy paper, the team showed that a single
type of transient source (most likely the merger
of two white dwarfs) can explain the strength
and morphology of the galactic positron
annihilation signal, along with the solar system
abundance of calcium-44 (Nat. Astron. 1 (2017)
0135).
Monash researchers Csaba Balázs and Tong Li
examined DM explanations of the galactic centre
gamma ray excess observed by the Fermi-LAT
satellite (JCAP 1702 (2017) 037). They inferred
properties of the DM implied by various gamma
ray interstellar emission models proposed by
the Fermi-LAT collaboration, using the plausible
simplified ansatz that the DM particle is a
Majorana fermion interacting with SM fermions
via a scalar mediator. Their Bayesian evidence
ratios single out the Fermi scenario most
compatible with this simplified DM model. In
this scenario, the DM (mediator) mass is in the
25–200 (1–1000) GeV range and its annihilation
is dominated by bottom quark final states.
Balázs and collaborators calculated gamma
ray spectra from DM annihilation that could
potentially be observed by the Cherenkov
Telescope Array (CTA) (Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017)
083002). They compared prospects for
CTA observation of the Galactic Center with
current and near-future measurements at the
LHC and direct detection experiments. For
DM annihilation via vector or pseudoscalar
interactions, CTA observations will be able
to probe DM models out of reach of the LHC,
and, if DM is coupled to standard fermions by
a pseudoscalar particle, beyond the limits of
current direct detection experiments.
Bell worked with Yi Cai, PhD student Rebecca
Leane and external collaborators J Dent,
University of Louisiana at Lafayette, and
T Weiler, Vanderbilt University, to examine

the effects of dark bremsstrahlung on DM
annihilations (Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017) 023011).
Many DM interaction types lead to annihilation
processes that suffer from p-wave suppression
or helicity suppression, rendering them
subdominant to unsuppressed s-wave processes.
They demonstrated that the natural inclusion
of dark initial state radiation can open an
unsuppressed s-wave annihilation channel, and
thus provide the dominant DM annihilation
process for indirect detection searches.

Astrophysical constraints on
dark matter
Busoni worked with external collaborators
A De Simone, Italian National Institute for
Nuclear Physics and International School for
Advanced Studies (SISSA), Trieste, and P Scott
and AC Vincent, Imperial College London, on the
evaporation of DM particles captured by the sun
(JCAP 1710 (2017) 037). DM with momentumor velocity-dependent interactions with nuclei
has shown significant promise for explaining
the so-called “solar abundance problem”,
a longstanding discrepancy between solar
spectroscopy and helioseismology. However,
the best-fit models typically feature light DM,
with a mass in the 3–5 GeV range. This is exactly
the mass range where DM evaporation from
the sun can be important, yet there had been
no detailed calculation of the evaporation.
This work calculated the evaporation for the
first time, including arbitrary velocity- and
momentum-dependent interactions, thermal
effects, and a completely general treatment
valid from the optically thin limit all the way
through to the optically thick regime. An
improved derivation of the DM capture rate was
also provided.
An Adelaide team of researchers including
PhD students Ben Geytenbeek, Soumya Rao,
and White and Williams, in collaboration with
P Scott and A Vincent, Imperial College London,
and A Serenelli, Institute of Space Science
(ICE), Bellaterra, investigated the effect of
electromagnetic dipole DM on energy transport
within the solar interior (JCAP 1703 (2017)
029). Over a limited range of the parameter
space, the model can resolve a tension between
the standard solar model and the observed
temperature of the solar core, which is lower
than predicted.
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Introduction

completely rule it out, or discover
evidence in its favour.

The discovery of nonzero neutrino
masses was a triumph of experimental
particle and astroparticle physics, which
was honoured with the 2015 Nobel
Prize in Physics. In the SM, however,
neutrinos are massless. Thus, the SM
needs to be extended to accommodate
these important experimental results.
It might be that neutrinos gain their
mass from the Higgs mechanism
in exactly the same manner as do
charged leptons and quarks. However,
because neutrino masses are known
to be so tiny (less than 1 electron volt),
theorists are motivated to consider
alternative mechanisms for their
origin. CoEPP researchers have been
active in exploring a range of possible
explanations for why neutrino masses
are so small.

Experimental hints for lepton flavour
universality violation in the decays
of B-mesons, which would be the
discovery of new physics if confirmed,
was the topic of work by Yi Cai, PhD
student John Gargalionis, Raymond
Volkas and Michael Schmidt. The work
had two motivations: to reconsider a
model proposed by Bauer and Neubert
that used a single species of new
particle – a certain scalar leptoquark
– to resolve the anomalies, and to
embed this scenario in a radiative
neutrino mass model to see whether
neutrino masses could be generated
while simultaneously explaining the
anomalies. One conclusion was that this
leptoquark model provides a good fit
to the anomalous data without being
able to accommodate the central values
(see Figure 7). When embedded in
an already-proposed neutrino mass
model, the leptoquark interactions could
resolve the anomalies in b- to c-quark
transitions, but not in b- to s-quark
processes when also demanding that
the neutrino masses and mixings are
correctly reproduced. The work also
pointed the way to extended models
that can resolve all the anomalies while
also explaining neutrino masses. One
example was analysed in the MSc thesis
of Innes Bigaran.

Research
Radiative neutrino mass models, which
see the tiny neutrino masses generated
through rare quantum fluctuations
involving the creation and reabsorption
of heavy virtual particles, continued to
be a significant focus of the neutrino
research program.
Juan Herrero-García (Adelaide),
working with T Ohlsson, S Riad and
J Wirén, Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm, analysed the full parameter
space of the famous Zee model. They
determined that while both the normal
and inverted mass hierarchies can
be accommodated, the parameter
space for the former is larger. They
also performed an extensive analysis
of charged-lepton flavour violation
processes, including in Higgs decays.
They concluded that these processes
are a powerful tool for testing this
model and have the potential to
26

CoEPP expertise on neutrino mass
models led to participation in two very
substantial invited review articles in
Frontiers in Physics, one published and
the other currently under review. Cai,
Volkas, Herrero-García and Schmidt
worked with A Vicente, Valencia
University, Spain, to produce an
extensive and systematic review of
radiative models. Cai (who moved from
Melbourne to Sun Yat-Sen University,
China) and Tong Li worked with
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T Han, University of Pittsburgh and Tsinghau
University, and R Ruiz, Durham University, to
compose a thorough review of seesaw neutrino
mass models, with a particular focus on lepton
number violation signals at colliders.
Li also worked with N Okada, University of
Alabama and Q Shafi, University of Delaware,
to examine a possible connection between
the type II seesaw model of neutrino mass
and the newly discovered excess in cosmic
ray electrons and positrons at about 1.4 TeV

by the Dark Matter Particle Explorer. PhD
student Joshua Ellis and Volkas made a detailed
phenomenological study of an E6-inspired
seesaw model of neutrino masses. External
collaborator M Gupta, Tokyo Metropolitan
University, PhD student Zachary Matthews,
Pankaj Sharma and Anthony Williams examined
parameter degeneracies that would exist in data
from the NOv A experiment were a light sterile
neutrino to exist.
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Source: Y Cai, J Gargalionis, MA Schmidt and RR Volkas, JHEP 1710 (2017)
047

Figure 7
The x-axis (y-axis) is given by the ratio of
the decay rate of B-mesons to D-mesons
(excited D-mesons), tau-leptons and
neutrinos to the corresponding decay rate
with tau-leptons replaced by muons or
electrons. The Standard Model prediction
is a point at about (0.3, 0.25) in this plane,
whereas the totality of data prefers the
region given by the dashed black lines.
The contours, going outward, correspond
to 1, 2 and 3 standard deviations away
from the central value preferred by
experiments. The solid red oval ellipse
is the 1 standard deviation preferred
range from the Belle experiment alone.
The coloured dots represent the band of
predictions for these observables from a
certain extension of the Standard Model
that exhibits radiative neutrino mass
generation. The model is able to explain
both neutrino masses and the B-decay
observables to just within 1 standard
deviation of the latter, and well within
1 standard deviation when the Belle
results alone are considered.
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Global statistical fits of beyond the
Standard Model physics theories
GAMBIT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peter Athron
Csaba Balázs
Ben Farmer
Andrew Fowlie
Paul Jackson
Martin White

MasterCode
• Matthew Dolan

Introduction
The search for new physics is hampered
by the fact that we do not know which
of many ideas is the correct answer.
Any new theory that resolves the finetuning of the SM, and/or explains the
matter–antimatter asymmetry, DM or
neutrino masses, could have observable
consequences in a huge list of previous,
current and future experiments. This
includes Higgs measurements and
SUSY searches at the LHC and its
predecessors, low-energy accelerators,
measurements of the magnetic moment
of the muon, beam dump or fixed target
searches for light bosons, electroweak
precision tests, DM direct detection
experiments, searches for antimatter in
cosmic rays, nuclear cosmic ray ratios,
radio data, effects of DM on reionisation,
recombination and helioseismology, the
observed DM cosmological abundance,
neutrino masses and mixings, cosmic
microwave background constraints,
gravitational wave observations, and
indirect DM searches using astrophysical
gamma ray and neutrino observations.
Following the Higgs discovery in 2012,
we have entered an era where no single
experiment can unambiguously point
to the theoretical origin of the next
big discovery.
Given a candidate theory of new
physics, a global statistical fit can be
performed to determine which regions
of the parameter space of the model
are consistent with various experimental
data. These results are crucial for
designing better searches in the future.
Comparison between models can be
performed within either a Bayesian or
frequentist framework to narrow in on
the most probable or likely theory based
on a set of observations. Although this
is theoretically straightforward, the
process is computationally expensive,
and making it tractable requires
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new techniques for sampling highdimensional parameter spaces, fast
methods for performing precise physics
calculations, and fast approaches for
simulating a long list of astrophysical
and collider experiments. CoEPP hosts
leading members of two international
teams that perform global statistical fits
of new physics theories.

Research
GAMBIT
GAMBIT is a collaboration of
approximately 30 particle astrophysicists
in 11 countries, including members of
the ATLAS, LHCb, Belle II, Fermi-LAT,
CTA, CMS, IceCube, Xenon, Darwin and
SABRE South experiments, plus theorists
and statisticians. Having formed from
informal discussions at the ICHEP
conference in Melbourne in 2012, the
team has had Australian co-leadership
since its inception. After a 5-year effort,
2017 saw the release of the Global and
Modular Beyond-SM Inference Tool,
the first public software code that can
perform global statistical fits of generic
theories of physics with more than
30 years of particle astrophysics data.
GAMBIT features a wider repository
of data than any previous attempt,
much more accurate simulations of
experiments, and a unique modular
design that can be easily extended to
new theories and datasets. This includes
the most accurate treatment of LHC
results to date, through a custom version
of the Pythia Monte Carlo generator
developed in collaboration with Monash
CoEPP researcher Peter Skands. The
public release of the code coincided
with the publication of nine papers in
the European Journal of Physics, plus
a popular science feature article in the
magazine Physics World.
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The first GAMBIT physics studies have explored
the simplest theory of DM (the scalar singlet, or
scalar Higgs portal model), and supersymmetric
models at both the Grand Unified Theory (GUT)
scale and the weak scale (see Figure 8). The
results have already been used by the Large
Underground Xenon experimental collaboration
to interpret their most recent direct search for
DM, and Martin White, Peter Athron and Csaba
Balázs have obtained post-CoEPP ARC funding
to use GAMBIT results to develop new searches
for supersymmetric particles and DM at the LHC.
White is also developing practical applications
of the new GAMBIT data science technology,
starting with a project that will develop new
cancer diagnosis techniques in collaboration
with the Institute for Photonics and Advanced
Sensing at the University of Adelaide.

MasterCode
The MasterCode collaboration began in 2007
and comprises nearly 20 physicists around
the world, including members of the CMS and
LHC-b collaborations, as well as theorists who
are experts in SUSY, DM, flavour physics, collider

physics, cosmology and precision calculations.
MasterCode focuses on fits to SUSY extensions
of the SM, in particular the MSSM, interpreted
within a frequentist statistical framework.
The collaboration is currently pursuing two
strategies for the exploration of supersymmetric
models. One is the study of “high scale” models,
motivated by considerations of SUSY breaking
and the structure of GUTs. A well-known
example of this class of theories is the SU(5)
GUT, which the collaboration described in 2017
(see Eur. Phys. J. C 77, no. 2, 104). Further work
in this vein includes papers on the sub-GUT
MSSM and the Minimal Anomaly Mediated
Supersymmetry Breaking Model.
The second strand of research involves
models defined at the weak scale, and in
particular the phenomenological MSSM (Eur.
Phys. J. C, in press). Fitting this 11-parameter
model to the latest experimental data allowed
MasterCode to provide precise predictions
about the next generation of DM detection and
collider experiments.

Figure 8
GAMBIT results from a global fit of the MSSM7 model (a seven, weak-scale parameter version of the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model). The profile likelihood ratio reveals favoured models with
light particles that are easily within reach of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and the results are now
being used to optimise future LHC searches.
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Searching for supersymmetry

Academics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sujeet Akula
Peter Athron
Csaba Balázs
Matthew Dolan
Andrew Fowlie
Paul Jackson
Archil Kobakhidze
Roman Nevzorov
Andreas Petridis
Pankaj Sharma
Anthony Thomas
Francesca Ungaro
Martin White
Anthony Williams

Students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Damir Duvnjak
Dylan Harries
Anum Qureshi
Marco Santoni
Abhishek Sharma
Matthew Talia
Graham White

Introduction
The SM describes all known particles and
their interactions, and explains a vast
amount of experimental observations
from subatomic collisions to the
microscopic workings of the universe. It
was completed with the discovery of the
Higgs boson. However, the presence of
the Higgs particle also creates a serious
problem. According to the SM, the mass
of the Higgs boson is affected by physics
that is separated from it by 15 orders of
magnitude, thus creating a problem of
“naturalness”.
SUSY is an important theory in particle
physics, which is being pursued in the
hope of explaining such theoretical
dilemmas. SUSY offers a simple solution
to the naturalness problem by pairing all
standard particles with super partners.
This mechanism, in turn, relies on known
symmetries of the SM to shield the Higgs
mass from high-energy corrections.
SUSY also provides a DM candidate,
currently lacking in the SM. It is a unified
framework for all forces and matter,
including gravity.

Research
Theoretical models
The origin of matter in the universe is
still not understood. To this end, Csaba
Balázs, in collaboration with Sujeet
Akula and Monash PhD student Graham
White, calculated the ordinary matter
content of the universe in NMSSM
(JHEP 1711 (2017) 051). In this model, a
new super-field S is added to alleviate
problems of the MSSM. Using the stateof-the-art closed-time path formalism,
they derived and solved transport
equations that are required to predict
the matter density. They examined two
cases: when the Higgs boson lending
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mass to the matter particles happened
before and after the cosmological phase
transition involving the S field. They
then performed a numerical scan of the
model to show how the matter density
varies throughout the relevant parameter
space. Their results show that the
observed matter content of the universe
can be reproduced in both studied cases.
Naturalness is one of the primary
motivations of SUSY, because the SM
needs its parameters to be delicately
fine-tuned to one part in 1036 to agree
with the experiment, making it very
unnatural. Peter Athron, Balázs and
Andrew Fowlie at Monash, PhD student
Dylan Harries from Adelaide and
collaborators B Farmer, University of
Stockholm, and D Kim, Institute for
Basic Science, Daejeon, place ideas
of naturalness in rigorous Bayesian
statistics, showing that this supersedes
more ad hoc traditional approaches and
implies that the SM is actually highly
implausible because of this fine-tuning.
They use this approach to compare the
plausibility of the minimal realisation of
SUSY with an alternative model that has
been widely advocated as more naturally
accommodating a 125 GeV Higgs boson.
Paul Jackson and PhD student Marco
Santoni, along with collaborator
C Rogan, Harvard University, published
“S-particles in motion: analyzing
compressed SUSY scenarios with a new
method of event reconstruction” (Phys.
Rev. D 95 (2017) no.3, 035031). This
method is a new technique to probe
compressed supersymmetric scenarios
that Jackson and collaborators have used
in searches performed by the ATLAS
collaboration. Jackson and Rogan have
produced a set of techniques and rules
that allow kinematic and combinatoric
ambiguities to be mitigated in searches
for new physics (arXiv:1705.10733
accepted for publication in Phys. Rev. D).
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Santoni has expanded upon this work in a paper
submitted for publication (arXiv:1712.00877)
outlining how these techniques can be
developed further to probe compressed decays
of supersymmetric partners of gauge bosons in
challenging regions of phase space.
Adelaide researchers Roman Nevzorov and
Anthony Thomas investigated the dark energy
density in supergravity (SUGRA) models (arXiv:
1704.08453). In N = 1 supergravity, the tree-level
scalar potential of the hidden sector may have
degenerate vacua (one with broken local SUSY,
plus a supersymmetric Minkowski vacuum).
They argued that the exact degeneracy of these
phases may shed light on the smallness of the
cosmological constant.

Experimental searches
CoEPP has played an active role in ATLAS
SUSY searches.
Jackson and collaborator C Rogan, Harvard
University, have developed a new kinematic basis
to design more natural, physics inspired variables
that permit more sensitive extraction of signals
through a wide range of mass splittings. The
method, called recursive jigsaw reconstruction,
has been pioneered by Adelaide group members,
led by Jackson. The reconstruction code is now
available for public use at Restframes.com.
Jackson presented this work at the European
Physical Society conference in July. This method
has been applied to analyses within the ATLAS

Figure 9
A comparison of
the observed and
expected event yields
as a function of signal
region considered in
the SUSY 0-lepton
analysis. Sensitivity
has been significantly
improved compared
with earlier analyses.
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collaboration in the search for decays of top
squarks and searches for gluino and light squark
pair production in final states free of charged
leptons. Considerable improvement has been
seen in the region where the mass difference
between the parent and missing particle is small.
Jackson, Andreas Petridis, PhD student Anum
Qureshi and Martin White contributed to the
search for the pair production of gluinos and
squarks, resulting in final states enriched in
hadronic jets and missing transverse momentum.
Jackson has led this effort through to submission
of the paper to European Physical Journal
C (arXiv:1712.02332). The group working on
this analysis comprised 30 researchers from
Australia, Europe and the United States.
Petridis is the convener of the searches for
Supersymmetry with Electroweakinos (the SUSY
partners of the SM gauge bosons). He leads
the ATLAS SUSY group in searches for final
states with two and three leptons. The analyses
pursued in this group focus on the production of
electroweak SUSY partners or “gauginos”. PhD
student Damir Duvnjak, Jackson, Petridis and
PhD student Abhishek Sharma have pursued an
analysis studying the trilepton final state, and
dilepton production in association with jets and
missing transverse momentum in the context of
electroweak SUSY processes with intermediate
W and Z bosons. The reach of the analysis has
been extended by use of the recursive jigsaw
reconstruction method. Jackson and Petridis
are the co-editors of the ATLAS publication
in preparation.
Francesca Ungaro was involved in the search
for top squarks in the 0-lepton final state. The
focus of her involvement was to extend the
SUSY search to probe generic models sensitive
to SUSY and DM physics. From September 2017,
she was appointed as subconvener of the thirdgeneration SUSY subgroup of ATLAS.
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Precision tests of the Standard
Model
Academics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kevin Finelli
Mark Kruse (Duke)
Hai Tao Li
Peter Skands
Kevin Varvell
Jin Wang
Ross Young

Students
• Doug Davis (Duke)
• Carl Suster

Introduction
The SM is the theory describing all
known fundamental particles and their
interactions via electromagnetic, weak,
and colour forces. Since assuming its
current form in the mid-1970s, it has
achieved tremendous success through
predicting the existence of weak gauge
bosons, the top quark, the tau neutrino
and, most recently, the Higgs boson.
At present, there is no clear evidence
of new physics beyond the SM in
accelerator-based collider experiments.
This increases the motivation for
improving precision measurements of,
and searches for, SM processes. Such
precision studies offer the potential to
reveal the signature of new physics as
deviations from SM predictions. Further,
because they form the backgrounds
to many searches, these precision SM
measurements are an essential part of
the greater LHC physics program.

Research
Top physics
The production of top quarks in
association with vector bosons is a hot
topic at the LHC. A first measurement of
top quark production in association with
a W boson at a centre-of-mass energy
of 13 TeV, mentioned in last year’s
report, has been accepted by JHEP
and strong evidence for the production
of a top quark in association with a
Z boson was reported by the ATLAS
collaboration at the European Physical
Society Conference on High Energy
Physics in Venice. Kevin Finelli, PhD
student Carl Suster and Jin Wang from
the Sydney node have played important
roles in the first of these two topics in
collaboration with I Brock, R Moles-Valls
and R Zhang, Bonn University.

With the full dataset collected in 2015
and 2016, it is now possible for the
first time to extract differential crosssections for the production of a top
quark in association with a W boson.
A top quark almost always decays into
a b quark and a W boson. There are
therefore two W bosons in final state,
which also decay very quickly. Events
are selected that contain two charged
leptons (electrons or muons), a jet that
is identified as containing a hadron
from a b quark, and missing transverse
momentum because of the presence
of neutrinos. To suppress the large
background contributions, especially
from the production of a top quark with
a top antiquark, multivariate techniques
are used. A signal-to-background
ratio of about 1:3 can be achieved,
which enables the signal cross-section
to be extracted as a function of
kinematic observables.
Differential cross-sections as a
functional of several variables related
to both the event and top quark
or W boson kinematics have been
measured and compared with the
predictions of Monte Carlo generators.
Figure 10 shows one of the six crosssections that have been extracted.
There is a slight tendency for more
events with high-momentum final-state
particles than the predictions, which can
be seen in the figure. However, a closer
look reveals that none of the tested
Monte Carlo models are statistically
incompatible with the data. This work
has also involved the same analysis
team from Sydney and Bonn, and the
results have been submitted to JHEP.
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uncertainty were charted, mainly in
the context of explicit Monte Carlo
event generator models, such as the
world-leading Pythia program which
is represented at Monash. Significant
discrepancies were found between
different modelling approaches,
and based on an in-depth analysis
of these, the study made a set of
recommendations for salient future
constraints. The study is fast becoming
a standard reference in the field of
quark/gluon tagging, having already
acquired 17 inSPIRE citations despite
being published less than a year ago.

Figure 10
Normalised
differential crosssections as a
function of the mass
of the two charged
leptons and the b-jet
unfolded from data,
compared with
selected metacolour
models.

Precise measurement of
the weak charge of the
proton
Systematics of jet
classification
When high-energy quarks or gluons are
produced in collider experiments, the
experimentally observable signature is
a “jet” of particles, with a complicated
internal composition dictated by
a combination of bremsstrahlung
radiation and confinement. To
distinguish between different process
types, such as background processes
with hard gluon radiation and signal
processes with new particles decaying
to quarks, it is crucial that the mapping
between observed jets and initiating
processes is well understood. In 2017,
the Monash node participated in a
large systematic study of jet modelling,
published in JHEP. The study focused
on how well quark and gluon jets
can be distinguished. This study also
highlighted intrinsic ambiguities in
the use of words like “quark-like” and
“gluon-like”, which have contributed
to confusing the issue in the past. The
main sources of current theoretical

At much lower energies, the indirect
signatures of new physics can be
revealed in the deviation from known
SM quantities. Conversely, the absence
of any discrepancy in precision
measurements can place stringent
bounds on the form of new interactions.
Ross Young is a participant of the
Q-weak Experiment at the Thomas
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
in Virginia, United States. Using frontier
precision instrumentation and 2 years of
data collection to accumulate statistics,
the experiment has measured the elastic
scattering asymmetry to less than
10 parts per billion. Together with earlier
hadronic background measurements,
this has enabled the weak charge of the
proton to be determined to 6 per cent
precision. Observed to be in excellent
agreement, this precision translates
into multi-TeV constraints on a class of
new parity-violating extensions of the
SM. After completing the peer review
process, a publication is anticipated
early in 2018.

Figure 11
The weak charge of the proton is
extracted by measuring a parityviolating electron scattering from the
proton.
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Research computing

Chief
Investigators
• Martin Sevior
• Anthony Williams

Staff
• Lucien Boland
(Research Computing
Manager)
• Sean Crosby
(Research Computing
System Administrator
and Developer)
• Goncalo Borges
(Research Computing
Officer)
• Jeremy Hack
(eResearch
Developer)

Introduction
The Research Computing (RC) team
has been responsible for delivering the
large-scale computational and storage
resources that CoEPP has provided to
the ATLAS experiment over the lifetime
of the Centre. In the 7 years of operation,
our facility has grown in size, capability,
reliability and reputation. Our staff have
had a significant impact not only within
the CoEPP research community through
operational and support services,
but also at university, national and
international levels through committee
membership, paper presentations and
workshop contributions.
The departure of Goncalo Borges
at the start of 2017 affected the RC
team’s ability to deliver new projects
during 2017; however, the remaining
2.2 equivalent full-time staff achieved
operational excellence for grid site
performance and managed to continue
their strong computing support of
CoEPP researchers and collaborations
with the broader community.

Resources
Grid computing
CoEPP links Australia to the Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid, a computing
collaboration that in 2017 consisted
of 167 sites in 42 countries, providing
the four LHC experiments with most
of their computational and storage
requirements. The Australian Tier 2 grid
facility provided just under 2 per cent of
ATLAS’s Tier 2 computing requirements
and is made up of a computational
capacity of 17,765 HS06 and a storage
capacity of 1.3 petabytes.
In 2017, RC purchased 420 terabytes
(TB) of new storage for our gridenabled data-protection manager (DPM)
system, replacing older out-of-warranty

hardware and increasing our ATLAS
storage pledge by 130 TB. CoEPP’s
computer pledge was increased by
6265 HS06 through the inheritance
of the University of Melbourne’s old
high-throughput computing cluster,
which consisted of 58 computing nodes
containing 1376 central processing
unit cores.
In 2016 and 2017, Australia’s grid site
was the most reliable and available
ATLAS Tier 2 site. In 2017, it also
increased availability to 99.91 per cent
and reliability to 99.97 per cent, making
it the second-most reliable of all grid
tier levels including CERN T0 and the
11 × T1 facilities.

Infrastructure
CEPH storage was upgraded using
retired grid DPM nodes to increase the
total raw storage for local researchers
to 420 TB. Work to automate the
CoEPP virtualisation platform also made
significant progress with the realisation
of versioned machine deployments and
the creation of a repeatable testing
framework.
The other significant development work
in 2017 was the deployment of the new
workload management system called
HTCondor. This system will eventually
unify all of CoEPP’s batch compute
systems into a single integrated and
fully dynamic service, allowing flexible
resource assignment to competing
project workloads based on researcher
priority. Currently, only Belle II and a
subset of ATLAS grid jobs are handled
by HTCondor.
The national NeCTAR Research Cloud
continued to provide CoEPP with
1400 cloud cores that were used for
Tier 3 and Belle II compute queues, and
eResearch South Australia provided the
storage needed for the Australian Belle
grid site.
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CASE STUDY
Measurement of largest direct-CP violation found in nature
CL Hsu, D Dossett and ME Sevior, University of Melbourne
Although it was originally built for the analysis of ATLAS data, CoEPP computing
infrastructure supports the rest of the Australian high-energy physics community. In this
study, we analyse data acquired by the Belle experiment to investigate the B± → K +K −
π ± decay. This project is the basis of the PhD thesis of Chia-Ling Hsu, who was awarded
her degree in December 2017. The work was supported by by DP150100609 through the
Australian Research Council.
The quantity ACP, is defined as:

Where Br is the branching fraction (Br) of the decay mode. ACP quantifies the amount of
direct-CP violation in the decay, which in turn measures the asymmetry between the decay
properties of matter and antimatter. Besides being intrinsically interesting, because examples
of CP violation are rare in nature, measurements of this type probe a failing of the Standard
Model, which is its inability to account for the matter–antimatter imbalance observed in
the universe.
The decay B± → K +K −π ± has a Br near 5 × 10−6, which means we must use advanced
machine-learning techniques to minimise backgrounds that mimic the decay and develop
sophisticated multidimensional models and fit these to data. These models are used to
extract the signal from the remaining background data. To ensure that we fully understand
the limits of the data extraction algorithms, we use what are called Toy-metacolour (MC)
studies to validate our analysis techniques. In these, we generate distributions of signal
and background in their expected ratios as established from more detailed Monte Carlo
simulations. We test tens of thousands of these distributions, each of which involves a highly
CPU-intensive fit to the simulated data. These studies were performed on the CoEPP 600
core Tier 3 computer cluster, which was supplied via the NeCTAR-cloud using tools developed
by NeCTAR-funded Research Tools project (RT07). An example of the performance of the
fitter is shown in Figure 12.
Once we have fully characterised the performance of our analysis code, we look at real data
and extract the Br and ACP as a function of the invariant mass of the MKK final state, as shown
in Figure 13. In the bin defined by MKK < 1.1 GeV, we find both a substantial increase in Br and
the largest ACP observed in nature. These results have been published in “Measurement of
branching fraction and direct CP asymmetry in charmless Br(B+ → K −K +π +) decays at Belle”
(Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017) 031101). Reproducing these results represent a significant challenge to
the Standard Model.
These results are published in CL Hsu, D Dossett, ME Sevior et al., Phys. Rev. D 96, 031101,
2017.
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Figure 12
Result of one Toy-MC study. Here we generated 1000 distributions of signal and
background, with an input ACP = 0.1, each of which were fit with our analysis algorithm.
The results of these 1000 measurements are shown, illustrating the fitter returns in the
input value with the expected accuracy.
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Figure 13
Measurement of the Br (left) and ACP (right) for B± → K +K −π ± as a function of MKK. For
the bin at MKK < 1.1 GeV, there is a significant enhancement of the Br and we measure
ACP = –0.90 ± 0.17 ± 0.4. The latter is the largest ACP measured in nature.
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HIGHLIGHT 2014
Professor Bruce McKellar
awarded the Order of
Australia and becomes
president of IUPAP
Professor Bruce McKellar was recognised for his
outstanding accomplishments and contributions both
nationally and internationally in 2014.
On Australia Day (26 January 2014), Professor
McKellar was made a Companion (AC) in the General
Division of the Order of Australia for his service
to science, particularly theoretical physics, as an
academic, educator and researcher, through seminal
contributions to scientific development organisations,
and as an author and mentor. It is the country’s highest
civilian honour.
Professor McKellar also took over the reins as President
of the International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics (IUPAP). IUPAP is the peak international body
that fosters worldwide cooperation in physics. The
union plays key roles in physics education and research,
and sponsors major international physics conferences.
Professor McKellar is the first IUPAP president to come
from the southern hemisphere.
Professor McKellar joined the University of Melbourne
as the Professor of Theoretical Physics in 1972. In 1979
he published his definitive study on the three-nucleon
force, famously known as the “Tucson-Melbourne
potential”. He then branched out into quantum physics
and is famous for the “He-McKellar-Wilkens” phase, a
seminal quantum physics phenomenon.

Professor Anthony Thomas
named South Australian
Scientist of the Year
Professor Anthony Thomas, CoEPP Associate
Director and Director of the Adelaide node, was
named South Australian Scientist of the Year
for 2014. This award honours an individual
who demonstrates outstanding excellence in
science and has made significant national or
international contribution to their field of
research. Professor Thomas’ work covers a very
broad range of topics, from nuclear structure
and forces to quark models of the structure of
hadrons, nuclear modification of deep inelastic
structure functions, as well as the origin of
the spin of the proton, tests of fundamental
symmetries and direct searches for dark matter.
His published papers have more than 17,000
citations. This award acknowledged Professor
Thomas’ rich and distinguished career.

HIGHLIGHT 2015
Global physics photowalk
Every 2 years, the global particle physics
communications group Interactions Collaboration,
organises a “photowalk”, where physics laboratories
from across the world give rare behind-the-scenes
access to take pictures in areas seldom open to the
public. In 2015, Australia participated for the first time
with six photographers going deep underground at
the Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory (SUPL).
Other participating laboratories that year were CERN,
Switzerland; Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron,
Germany; Fermilab, United States; National Institute
for Nuclear Physics (INFN), Italy; High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Japan;
SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center) National
Accelerator Laboratory, United States; and TRIUMF,
Canada. Each laboratory submitted their three top
choices from the locally hosted events to two global
competitions: a jury competition and a people’s choice
competition. Two submissions from SUPL were among
the top photos in the competition categories. Mark
Killmer’s photograph featuring Dr Phillip Urquijo
working at the temporary laboratory set up in the
Stawell Gold Mine won second place in the Jury
Category. In the People’s Choice Category, where
more than 3800 photography enthusiasts voted, first
place was awarded to Molly Patton’s photograph
revealing an electric mining drill deep inside the
Stawell Gold Mine.
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Conferences and
workshops
2017 annual scientific workshop
and summer school
The annual scientific workshop is a key event in the CoEPP calendar,
which provides opportunities for discussion and collaboration across
the entire Centre. All members are invited to attend, from students
to Partner Investigators. It is an excellent opportunity for beginning
students to learn about the breadth of activities across the Centre and
to interact and collaborate with their peers and with academics and
research associates from all of the Centre nodes.
The workshop was held in the Adelaide
beachside suburb of Glenelg. The first 2 days
(20–21 February) were run as a Summer School,
with talks aimed at increasing the breadth of
training for our Masters and PhD students. This
was followed by a 3-day international workshop
(22–24 February).
More than 160 staff, students and visitors
attended the workshop, with the participants
representing a large proportion of the Australian
particle physics community. Participants
included our highly valued CoEPP Partner
Investigators from the universities of Freiberg,
Cambridge, Geneva, Minnesota, Tokyo and Duke,
in keeping with the strong international focus of
the Centre’s activities and mission.

The workshop covered a broad selection of
topics in theoretical and experimental particle
physics, as well as a selection of key talks
from closely related fields. Topics included
underground searches for DM, top-quark physics
searches, dilepton production, Higgs to tau–tau,
SUSY searches, beyond-the-SM physics at the
LHC, gravitational waves, neutrino astrophysics,
cosmology, recursive jigsaw techniques, an
update from the GAMBIT collaboration, data
analysis, instrumentation and the development
of new facilities. The program included talks on
gravitational waves, cosmology, neutrinos and
neutrino astrophysics, as well as state hardware
presentations about the inner tracker detector
upgrade for the ATLAS experiment.
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The poster program for graduate students
attracted 54 posters and demonstrated the
quality and richness of the Centre’s research
program. Abhishek Sharma from the Adelaide
node won this years’ annual prize for best
poster, which was titled “Low-energy electron ID
at ATLAS using the τ -fit method”.
In addition to the strong scientific program
provided by the workshop, there were several
team-building and social activities, which
provided an excellent forum for networking

for the staff, students, research associates and
visiting participants. A good attendance at the
hotly contested session of beach cricket was an
entertaining and relaxing wind down following
the afternoon session of the first day. The
welcome reception and the workshop dinner
showcased some South Australian wines and
local produce. The final session of the workshop,
led by the Director, Geoff Taylor, provided an
opportunity for participants to plan a coherent
set of activities beyond the current funding
envelope provided for the Centre.

“Challenging dark matter” – the
fourth CoEPP–CAASTRO joint
workshop
Researchers from the Centre of Excellence for
All-sky Astrophysics (CAASTRO) and CoEPP
joined together for talks and presentations at
the beautiful Barossa Valley in South Australia
on 20–21 November. The scientific program
covered all aspects of DM research undertaken
by the two centres and looked at global
advances in the areas of detection and DM
models. Topics included searches at the LHC,
direct detection and directional detection,
gamma-ray astronomy, a variety of DM
candidates and gravitational lensing. Updates
were given on a number of projects, including
SABRE, CYGNUS and the Australian Axion Dark
Matter Detection Experiment.
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The workshop closed with a discussion
session led by Ray Volkas on the potential for
further collaboration and synergies within the
research presented.

HIGHLIGHT 2013
Women in physics
In 2013, Professor Elisabetta Barberio received the
highly prestigious Women in Physics lectureship
position from the Australian Institute of Physics. The
Women in Physics program is designed to increase
Australia’s capacity in physics by supporting the
increased engagement of women in physics and
inspiring the next generation of female physicists
in Australia.
Professor Barberio travelled the country and gave
more than 20 talks at schools and universities on
the significance of the Higgs boson discovery,
the ATLAS experiment and future directions in
research. This great achievement by Professor
Barberio highlights her role as a leader in highenergy physics research and as a positive role model
for young women.

Light rain and everything
we know about the universe
(except gravity)
Acclaimed Australian contemporary artist Peter
Kennedy created the world’s largest Standard Model
Lagrangian, displayed at the National Gallery of
Victoria International as part of the Melbourne Now
exhibition. The artwork was more than 80 metres long
and stretched along four walls. Peter worked closely
with Centre Director Geoffrey Taylor when producing
the work to ensure that it was accurate.

Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics at the Terascale

Work experience week student
poster presentation, held at
Bio 21 building, University
of Melbourne
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Outreach and
communications
CoEPP organises, supports and participates in a range of outreach
activities that are designed to encourage and inspire the next generation
of researchers, involve and educate the general public, and engage with
nontraditional audiences. We also engage with other scientists in a wide
range of disciplines.

High schools program
The high schools program provides
opportunities for young people to engage in,
and develop their passion for, physical sciences
at key decision-making times in their study lives.
In 2017, CoEPP delivered a number of programs
for both primary and high-school students.

Work experience
week
Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shanette De La Motte (Program coordinator)
William Dix (Program coordinator)
Nicole Bell
Innes Bigaran
Lucien Boland
Peter McNamara
Martin Sevior
Clarisse Thomas
Phillip Urquijo

The main work experience week is based at
the Melbourne node and run concurrently with
the other science streams. Year 10 students are
immersed in a week-long program of tutorials,
lectures and laboratory sessions. In 2017, the
program was coordinated by Masters students
William Dix and Shanette De La Motte, and
featured CoEPP Chief Investigators, senior
academic staff and the Research Computing
team. Participants received lectures on
the history of particle physics, distributed
computing and the Worldwide LHC Computing
Grid, the SM and DM. The schedule also included
sessions run by the Faculty of Science, a tour
of the data centre at Queensberry Street that
houses the Australian-ATLAS Tier 2 computing
centre, and a virtual visit to the ATLAS
experiment. All participants developed research
posters that were presented at the end of the
week.
Similar programs were run at the Monash and
Sydney nodes.
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Hands-on physics
workshops
Participants
•
•
•
•
•

Innes Bigaran
Shanette De La Motte
John Gargalionis
Iulia Popa-Mateiu
Maddy Zurowski

In April and May, a series of physics workshops
targeted at late primary and early secondary
school students were held at the two
campuses of Hume Central Secondary College
– at Dimboola Road and Blair Street – in
Broadmeadows. The participants, aged between
11 and 14, were guided through four tutorials and
experiments, each focusing on a different area
of physical science:
• the scientific method; this concept was
introduced to the students with the
"particle in a box activity" – a nod to the
simplest exercise in undergraduate quantum
mechanics – in which students had to work
out what object was in a sealed box using
only indirect methods
• buoyancy, where the students answered
the question “Why do boats float?” by
constructing and testing boats of different
materials and shapes to come to a qualitative
understanding of the role of density in
Archimedes’ principle
• the solar system, where students constructed
a scaled model of each planet and recreated
their own solar system to acquire a sense of
the distance scales of the solar system
• electricity, where students built their own
series and parallel circuits and understood
their behaviour by means of a physical model.
These activities were designed to be as handson as possible, with an emphasis on problemsolving, cooperation, inquiry and understanding.

One of the highlights of the science camp was
the miniature cloud-chamber lab session. Each
student pair set up a cloud chamber where they
saw “tracks” made by alpha particles.
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held at Hume Central Secondary College
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Science camp
Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innes Bigaran
Georgio Busoni
Tyler Corbett
Noel Dawe
Shanette De La Motte
Matthew Dolan
Takashi Kubota
Millie McDonald
Jeremy Mould

In October, CoEPP hosted its first-ever science
camp for high-school students in the Northern
Grampians Shire. The program was funded
through an equity innovation grant from the
University of Melbourne and was supported by
the Northern Grampians Shire Council. The camp
was designed to give participants an insight into
the science behind the soon-to-be-constructed
Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory, with
the overarching aim of inspiring the students

to continue with STEM through to their Year 12
studies and beyond. Year 9 students from four
schools (Stawell Secondary College, Ararat
Secondary College, St Arnaud Secondary
College and Marian College) were encouraged
to attend.
Over 3 days, about 50 students were immersed
in a program of talks, workshops and activities.
On the first day, students were given a
background into the history of the universe and
the SM. This was interspersed with laboratory
activities and a hands-on science and art session
led by writer and broadcaster Alicia Sometimes.
On the second day, students were taken
through the workings of the LHC and the ATLAS
experiment. Professor Jeremy Mould gave an
overview of the Stawell Underground Physics
Laboratory and the science of DM. Laboratory
sessions over the 3 days included the particle
in a box activity (see the ‘Hands-on physics
workshops’ section), construction of micro LHC
models from Lego, use of mini cloud chambers
where they viewed tracks made by fundamental
particles, and an astronomy viewing night
thanks to the Telescopes in Schools program.

Public lectures
A number of free public lectures and school
talks were held during the year by CoEPP
researchers and visitors. These included:
• Nicole Bell
–– “Six Minutes with a Scientist”, Science
Festival at University of Melbourne
–– “Dark Matter” lecture for the TiE Network
–– Panel Discussion, World Science Festival
2017
• Sophie Hollitt
–– Panel Member for “Battle of the Brains”
outreach comedy event
• Martin Sevior
–– “Antimatter in Space” July Lectures,
School of Physics, University of Melbourne

• Anthony Thomas
–– Bronze Sponsor of “Battle of the Brains”
outreach comedy event
• Martin White
–– Special Relativity lecture for SASTA
Workshop (South Australian Science
Teachers)
–– Panel Member for “Battle of the Brains”
outreach comedy event
• Anthony Williams
–– “Understanding Dark Matter”, Australian
Institute of Physics Public Lecture.

Media
In 2017, CoEPP received 22 media “hits” with a
potential viewership of 66,453,089. Central to
this huge figure were some articles syndicated in
Chinese-language publications. Media data were
sourced through Meltwater.
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HIGHLIGHT 2015
Dr Phillip Urquijo wins 3M
Eureka Prize for Emerging
Leader in Science
Nicknamed the “Oscars of Australian science”, the
Eureka Awards recognise researchers, leaders and
communicators breaking new ground in their fields
and inspiring those around them to follow suit. In
2015, Dr Urquijo received the 3M Eureka Prize
for Emerging Leader in Science for leadership of
the Belle II project, which includes collaboration
with 99 organisations from 23 countries. As Physics
Coordinator of Belle II, Dr Urquijo leads an
international team of more than 600 physicists.

“I congratulate Dr Urquijo on his
amazing achievements to date and
for being a leader in international
physics. His fast track on such a
major international project is a great
credit to his talents, as this role would
usually fall to a more senior scientist.”
Kim McKay AO, Executive Director
and CEO of the Australian Museum.
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skim containers”, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 898(9),
092031(2017).
J Stone, P Guichon and A Thomas, “Superheavy
nuclei in the quark-meson-coupling model”, EPJ
Web Conf. 163, 00057, arXiv 1706.01153 (2017).
W Thomas, “Structure of finite nuclei starting at
the quark level”, PoS INPC2016, 041 (2017).

RR Volkas, “Radiative neutrino mass generation:
models, flavour and the LHC”, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A
32(14), 1742001 (2017).
J-J Wu, W Kamleh, DB Leinweber, G Schierholz,
RD Young and JM Zanotti, “Efficient operators
for studying higher partial waves”, in 35th
International Symposium on Lattice Field Theory
(Lattice 2017), Granada, Spain, 18–24 June 2017,
arXiv 1711.01409 (2017).

Conference and workshop
presentations
Somasuntharam Arunasalam

Nicole Bell

“Low temperature electroweak phase transition
in the Sm with hidden scale invariance”, AIP
Summer Meeting, December 2017.

“Enhancing dark matter annihilation rates with
dark bremsstrahlung”, TeV Particle Astrophysics
2017, August 2017.

Peter Athron

“Dark forces in the sky: signals from Zˇ and the
dark Higgs”, TeV Particle Astrophysics 2017,
August 2017.

“SUSY global fits”, Fifth Annual Large Hadron
Collider Physics conference, May 2017.

Csaba Balázs
“GAMBIT/CTA”, CAASTRO-CoEPP Joint
Workshop 2017, January 2017.
“Stochastic gravitational waves at aLIGO”,
GAMBIT, May 2017.

“Direct detection of dark matter via a twoHiggs-doublet portal”, 4th CAASTRO-CoEPP
Joint Workshop, November 2017.
“The matter-antimatter asymmetry of the
universe”, A Fractured Universe? Fundamental
Physics, Symmetry and Life, November 2017.

“Gravitational waves in a gauge singlet
scenario”, Invisibles17 Workshop, June 2017.

“Minimal self-consistent dark matter simplified
models and beyond”, International Symposium
on Cosmology and Particle Astrophysics,
December 2017.

“GAMBIT: the Global And Modular BSM Inference
Tool”, PASCOS 2017, June 2017.

“Baryogenesis at low scale”, AIP Summer
Meeting, December 2017.

“Stochastic gravitational waves at aLIGO”,
Advances in Theoretical Cosmology in Light of
Data, July 2017.

Ankit Beniwal

“Stochastic gravitational waves at aLIGO”, Dark
Side of the Universe, July 2017.

“Signals from a scalar singlet electroweak
baryogenesis”, DAν CO: DArk Matter, neutrinos
and their Connections, August 2017.

“Dark matter properties inferred from the
Galactic Center 𝛾 -ray excess”, 4th CAASTROCoEPP Joint Workshop, November 2017.

Giorgio Busoni

“Dark matter search with CTA”, AUCTA
Workshop, November 2017.

“Self-consistent simplified models with an
s-channel scalar mediator”, CAASTRO-CoEPP
Joint Workshop 2017, January 2017.

“What is naturalness?”, CAASTRO-FPSL
Workshop, November 2017.

“Theoretical models for dark matter”, La Thuile
2017, March 2017.

“Stochastic gravitational waves at aLIGO”, AIP
Summer Meeting, December 2017.

“Evaporation and scattering of momentum
and velocity-dependent dark matter in the
Sun”, DAν CO: DArk Matter, neutrinos and their
Connections, August 2017.
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Yi Cai

Juan Herrero Garcia

“LHC vs precision experiments: a comparison of
LFV D6 and D8 operators”, 29th Rencontres de
Blois on Particle Physics and Cosmology, May
2017.

“Halo-independent tests of dark matter direct
detection signals”, CAASTRO-CoEPP Joint
Workshop 2017, January 2017.

Giacomo Caria
“Recent results on and prospects for B to
D(*) tau nu, tau nu and mu nu at Belle”, 25th
International Conference on Supersymmetry
and the Unification of Fundamental Interactions,
December 2017.

Tyler Corbett
“Exploring extended scalar sectors with diHiggs
signals: a Higgs EFT”, PASCOS 2017, June 2017.

Sean Crosby

“The Zee model: connecting neutrino masses to
Higgs lepton flavor violation”, 29th Rencontres
de Blois on Particle Physics and Cosmology, May
2017.
“Simplified models for dark matter detection at
one loop”, DAν CO: DArk Matter, neutrinos and
their Connections, August 2017.

Sophie Hollitt

“Australia-ATLAS site report”, HEPIX Fall/
Autumn 2017 Workshop, October 2017.

“Understanding B physics in the Standard Model:
lattice QCD and the Belle II experiment”, QCD
Downunder 2017, July 2017.

“LHCONE in Australia”, LHCOPN-LHCONE
meeting, October 2017.

Archil Kobakhidze

Kevin Finelli
“Single top production: s-channel and tW”,
Fifth Annual Large Hadron Collider Physics
conference, May 2017.

Andrew Fowlie
“Using Bayes factors to understand anomalies
at the LHC”, Energy Frontier in Particle Physics:
LHC and Future Colliders, September 2017.
“Halo-independence with quantified maximum
entropy at DAMA/LIBRA”, 2017 NCTS Workshop
on Dark Matter, Particles and Cosmos, October
2017.
“Relative plausibility of scientific theories:
WIMP dark matter”, A Fractured Universe?
Fundamental Physics, Symmetry and Life,
November 2017.

John Gargalionis
“The ‘one leptoquark’ scenario and radiative
neutrino mass”, Instant Workshop on B Meson
Anomalies, May 2017.
“The ‘one leptoquark’ scenario and radiative
neutrino mass”, EFT in Particle Physics and
Cosmology, July 2017.
“The ‘one leptoquark’ scenario and radiative
neutrino mass”, Joint Challenges for Cosmology
and Colliders, August 2017.
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“The Zee model and Higgs lepton flavor
violation”, PLANCK 2017: 20th International
Conference from the Planck Scale to the
Electroweak Scale, May 2017.

“Exploring quantum spacetime with
gravitational waves”, First Hermann Minkowski
Meeting on the Foundations of Spacetime
Physics, May 2017.
“Exploring fundamental physics with
gravitational waves”, AIP Summer Meeting,
December 2017.

Takashi Kubota
“Open issues on the logic and digital
simulations”, AM08 Workshop, February 2017.
“Ideas and proposals from Melbourne”, AM08
Workshop, February 2017.
“A low-power and high-density associative
memory in 28 nm CMOS technology”, 6th
International Conference on Modern Circuits and
Systems Technologies, May 2017.
“Study of multiboson production with the
ATLAS detector”, QCD@LHC 2017, August 2017.

Marek Lewicki
“Gravitational wave, collider and dark matter
signals of a singlet scalar electroweak
baryogenesis”, PLANCK 2017: 20th International
Conference from the Planck Scale to the
Electroweak Scale, May 2017.
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Chunhua Li

Francesco Nuti

“The study of L1 trigger menu”, 27th Belle II
General Meeting, June 2017.

“Status of the SABRE experiment and
background characterization”, Low Radioactivity
Techniques 2017, May 2017.

“HLT trigger menu”, 27th Belle II General
Meeting, June 2017.
“The status of TSIM”, 27th Belle II General
Meeting, June 2017.
“The status of HLT”, 27th Belle II General
Meeting, June 2017.
“HLT operation of GCRT and data rehearsal”,
27th Belle II General Meeting, June 2017.
“Searches of the light dark matter in the e+
e– colliders”, 13th Rencontres du Vietnam:
Exploring the Dark Universe, July 2017.

Robert Perry
“Chiral corrections to electromagnetic form
factors in the NJL model”, QCD Downunder
2017, July 2017.

Andreas Petridis
“Cornering natural SUSY (stops, higgsinos,
compressed spectra) with 13 TeV data”, 52nd
Rencontres de Moriond, March 2017.

Haito Li

“Searches for dark matter at LHC”, 21st
International Cosmology Conference, September
2017.

“A framework for second-order parton showers”,
High Energy Physics Working Month, June 2017.

Andre Scaffidi

“NNLO N-jettiness soft functions for one massive
coloured particle product”, High Energy Physics
Working Month, June 2017.

Tong Li
“Frontiers in Particle Physics”, 3rd PEIYANG
Forum for Young Scholars, April 2017.

“The sensitivity of direct detection experiments
to multi-component dark matter”, DAν CO: DArk
Matter, neutrinos and their Connections, August
2017.

Michael Schmidt

Kay Marie Martinez

“Unitarisation of EFT amplitudes for dark matter
searches at the LHC”, Dark Side of the Universe,
July 2017.

“Parameters optimisation for the quarkmeson coupling model using the POUNDeRS
algorithm”, QCD Downunder 2017, July 2017.

“Reconsidering the one leptoquark solution:
flavor anomalies and neutrino mass”, 2017 TeV
Physics Working Group, July 2017.

Hrayr Matevosyan

“From the trees to the forest: the search for the
origin of neutrino mass”, LAUNCH17, September
2017.

“Two-hadron correlations in polarized quark
hadronization”, QCD Downunder 2017, July 2017.
“Summary talk for parallel sessions 2 and 5”,
Electron Ion Collider User Group Meeting 2017,
July 2017.

Marco Milesi
“Fake lepton estimate for the Run 2 ttH
analysis”, HTop Workshop, October 2017.

Daniel Murnane
“Dark matter candidates in composite Higgs
models”, 30th International Symposium on
Superconductivity, September 2017.

“A connection between neutrino mass and the
recent B physics anomalies”, 19th International
Workshop on Neutrinos from Accelerators,
September 2017.
“Dark matter direct detection at one loop”,
International Symposium on Cosmology and
Particle Astrophysics, December 2017.
“Flavour models and CPV”, NuPhys 2017:
Prospects in Neutrino Physics, December 2017.

Martin Sevior
“QCD for Belle II Physics”, QCD Downunder 2017,
July 2017.
“Charmless hadronic”, 2nd Flavour Physics
Conference, August 2017.
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Pankaj Sharma

Francesco Tenchini

“Exploring a heavy charged Higgs using jet
substructure at the LHC”, 3rd Toyama International
Workshop on “Higgs as a Probe of New Physics
2017”, March 2017.

“KS selection via BDT”, B2TiP & First Physics
Workshop, February 2017.

Peter Skands

“MC9 performance note MC9 performance and
systematics”, 28th Belle II General Meeting,
October 2017.

“QCD at FCC-ee”, 1st FCC Physics Workshop,
January 2017.
“Status of NLO antenna showers”, LHC and the
Standard Model: Physics and Tools, June 2017.
“Exploring the extremes of the underlying event”,
Collective Effects in Small Collision Systems, June
2017.
“Introduction to event generators”, 11th MCnet
School, July 2017.

“TreeFitter overview”, 27th Belle II General
Meeting, June 2017.

“Status of V0 in analysis”, F2F Tracking Meeting in
Pisa, December 2017.

Anthony Thomas
“Origins of atomic nuclei in QCD”, QCD
Downunder 2017, July 2017.

“Single top cross-section at ATLAS”, 2017
Phenomenology Symposium, May 2017.

“New insights into hadron structure”,
12th European Research Conference on
Electromagnetic Interactions with Nucleons and
Nuclei, November 2017.

Carl Suster

Nadia Toutounji

“Single top cross-section at ATLAS”, 2017
Phenomenology Symposium, May 2017.

“Reconstruction methods for semi-leptonic
decays with the Belle II experiment”, AIP Summer
Meeting, December 2017.

Matthew Talia
“The muon g – 2 and dark matter in the MSSM at
100 TeV”, PASCOS 2017, June 2017.
“The muon g – 2 and dark matter in the MSSM at
100 TeV”, European Physical Society Conference
on High Energy Physics, July 2017.

Stephen Tronchin
“Structure functions in-medium and the EMC
effect”, QCD Downunder 2017, July 2017.

Francesca Ungaro

“To the MSSM and beyond – measuring naturalness
in SUSY”, AIP Summer Meeting, December 2017.

“Pile-up jets suppression in Run-2: JVT and fJVT.”,
ATLAS Hadronic Calibration Workshop, 2017.

Geoff Taylor

“Introduction to dark matter session”, Joint ATLAS
SUSY and Exotics Workshop, May 2017.

“Belle II layer 3 SVD report”, 26th Belle II General
Meeting, February 2017.

“Dark matter searches at ATLAS”, Dark Matter
Working Group Public Meeting, December 2017.

“Experimental physics and big data science –
integrally linked for research”, Innovation Forum
2017, August 2017.

“Searches for stops in scenarios with R-parity
violating sparticle decays with ATLAS”, 26th
International Conference on Supersymmetry
and the Unification of Fundamental Interactions,
December 2017.

“Scientist summary – ICFA seminar Ottawa 2017”,
12th ICFA Seminar, November 2017.
“Future high energy particle accelerators – will the
Asia century preside?”, 5th International Meeting
on Frontiers of Physics, December 2017.

Kevin Varvell
“Search for B → μ -ν̄ μ decays at the Belle and
Belle II experiments”, AIP Summer Meeting,
December 2017.

Lachlan Vaughan-Taylor
“KL calibration at Belle II”, AIP Summer Meeting,
December 2017.
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Raymond Volkas
“Radiative neutrino mass generation: models,
flavour and the LHC”, Conference on Cosmology,
Gravitational Waves and Particles, February
2017.
“Radiative neutrino mass generation: models,
flavour and the LHC”, KEK Theory Meeting on
Particle Physics Phenomenology, February 2017.
“Origin of neutrino masses: will we ever know?”,
Neutrinos: the Quest for a New Physics Scale,
March 2017.
“New physics from neutrino mass”, 12th ICFA
Seminar, November 2017.
“Origin of the dark matter mass scale for
asymmetric dark matter”, 4th CAASTRO-CoEPP
Joint Workshop, November 2017.

Graham White
“Exploring the applicability of EFTs to EWBG”,
Matter over Antimatter: the Sakharov Conditions
after 50 Years, May 2017.
“Promises and pitfalls of applying effective field
theory to electroweak baryogenesis”, Matter
over Antimatter: the Sakharov Conditions after
50 Years, May 2017.

Martin White
“Fine tuning of the Standard Model of particle
physics”, A Fractured Universe? Fundamental
Physics, Symmetry and Life, November 2017.

Anthony Williams
“Direct detection of dark matter”, CAASTROCoEPP Joint Workshop 2017, January 2017.
“Direct detection of dark matter”, QCD
Downunder 2017, July 2017.

Ross Young
“Deep inelastic nucleon structure from lattice
QCD”, 7th Asia-Pacific Conference on Few-Body
Problems in Physics, August 2017.

Zhao-Huan Yu
“Dark matter direct detection and dark matter
searches at colliders”, Theoretical Physics
Summer School: Frontiers in Dark Matter,
Neutrinos and Particle Physics, 2017.
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Performance
Prizes and awards
The work of CoEPP staff and students was
recognised with a number of prizes and awards
in 2017. Highlights included:
• Ankit Beniwal – Three Minute Thesis finalist,
School of Physical Sciences, University of
Adelaide
• Sophie Hollitt – Three Minute Thesis finalist,
Faculty of Sciences, University of Adelaide
• Raymond Volkas – Redmond Barry
Distinguished Professor, University of
Melbourne
• Jason Yue – Springer Thesis Prize.
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Key performance indicators
The Centre’s activities related to the key
performance indicators set for 2017 are provided
in the table below.

Research

66

Target 2017

Actual 2017

Number of research outputs – journal publications

80

192

Number of research outputs – refereed conference proceedings

35

27

Quality of research outputs

50%

95%

Citation data for publications

1200

4605

Number of invited talks/papers/keynote lectures at major
international meetings

40

90

Number and nature of commentaries about the Centre’s
achievements – media releases

6

4

Number and nature of commentaries about the Centre’s
achievements – articles (including television and radio)

5

5

Number of attended professional training courses for staff and
postgraduate students

15

38

Number of Centre attendees at all professional training courses

20

48

Number of new postgraduate students working on core Centre
research and supervised by Centre staff – PhD

10

5

Number of new postgraduate students working on core Centre
research and supervised by Centre staff – Masters by Research
and Masters by Coursework

8

14

New postdotoral researchers working on core Centre research

1

4

New Honours students working on core Centre research and
supervised by Centre staff

12

3

Number of postgraduate completions and completion times by
students working on core Centre research and supervised by
Centre staff

14

36

Number early career researchers (within 5 years of completing
PhD) working on core Centre research

16

21

Number of students mentored

60

98

Number of mentoring programs

7

10

Number of international visitors and visiting Fellows

15

28

Number of national/international workshops held or organised by
the Centre

2

3

Number of visits to overseas laboratories and facilities

35

66

Number of government/industry and business community
briefings

5

3
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Research

Target 2017

Actual 2017

School visits

20

25

National Science Week event participation

5

5

Other public activities

6

9

20,000

13,313

Public talks given by Centre staff

20

4

Prizes and awards

16

5

Number of new organisations collaborating with or involved in the
Centre

4

11

Number and nature of public awareness programs

Currency of information on the Centre’s website
Number of website hits

Relevant interdisciplinary
research supported by the
Centre
Two examples of interdisciplinary research
supported by the Centre are briefly described
below.

Future Circular
Collider research
study
CoEPP is participating with CERN and the
Australian Synchroton through a formal
memorandum of understanding in accelerator
science on a study of some specific aspects
of a Future Circular Collider. This study will
investigate aspects on the long-term goal of a
hadron collider with a centre-of-mass energy of
the order of 100 TeV in a new tunnel of 80–100km circumference. The study also includes a
lepton collider and its detectors as a potential
intermediate step.

Research project with
the Defence Science
and Technology
Group (DSTG)
CoEPP is particiapating in a 3-year collaborative
project with DSTG that deals with the generation
and evolution of probability density maps. This
uses many of the techniques of theoretical
particle physics in a practical applications of
relevance to DSTG.
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Financial summary and statements

2011 reporting
period

2012 reporting
period

2013 reporting
period

2014 reporting
period

$0

$3,738,983

$3,940,654a

$4,403,387b

$3,656,701

$3,797,390

$3,943,493

$4,062,667

Node contribution $1,632,000

$752,000

$1,151,785c

$1,238,678c

NeCTAR

$484,785

$161,595

$64,638

$1,055

$17,333

$201,904d

$1,880

Total income

$5,289,756

$5,051,508

$5,458,777

$5,367,863

Balance

$5,289,756

$8,790,491

$9,399,431

$9,771,250

$1,132,439

$2,989,585

$3,951,676

$3,468,297

$28,365

$186,544

$61,687

$161,739

$265,379

$80,923

$582,041e

$559,307

$610,838

$666,854

$57,370

$35,482

$49,309

$497,999

$155,907

$99,555

$49,886

$60,774

$293,622

$428,462

$153,522

Carry forward
Income

ARC indexed
income

Other

Expenditure

Salaries
Equipment
Maintenance
Travel,
accomodation
and conferences

$260,725

Scholarships
Services and
general

$129,244

Outreach and
mediah
NeCTAR
New initiatives
Total expenditure

$1,550,773

$4,849,806

$5,374,861

$5,242,091

Balance

$3,738,983

$3,940,685

$4,024,570

$4,529,160
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2018 to end
of centre
(estimated)

2015 reporting
period

2016 reporting
period

2017 reporting
period

$4,529,160

$4,412,131

$3,310,641

$4,047,895

$4,135,430

$4,205,732

$4,268,818

$0

Node contribution $1,195,368

$1,195,640

$1,195,640

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$18,182

$2,500

$7,500

$0

Total income

$5,348,980

$5,403,872

$5,471,958

$0

Balance

$9,878,140

$9,816,003

$8,782,599

$4,047,895

$4,118,841

$4,378,042

$3,228,652

$1,935,890

$40,999

$143,171

$43,271

$0

Maintenance

$225,788f

$755,335f

$418,506

$450,000

Travel,
accomodation
and conferences

$648,111

$886,871

$825,002

$550,000

Scholarships

$150,717g

$140,626g

$105,889

$40,000

Services and
general

$186,010

$96,578

$68,595

$50,000

Outreach and
mediah

$89,614

$56,643

$44,789

$46,000

$5,929

$32

$0

$0

$48,063

$0

$0

Carry forward
Income

ARC indexed
income

NeCTAR
Other

Expenditure

Salaries
Equipment

NeCTAR
New initiatives
Total expenditure

$5,466,009

$6,505,362

$4,734,704

$3,071,890

Balance

$4,412,131

$3,310,641

$4,047,895

$976,006i
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Notes to the
statement of income
and expenditure
a Carry forward adjustments from 2012.
b Adjustment to Adelaide opening balances,
due to timing differences in income transfer
between the University of Melbourne and
the University of Adelaide and carry forward
adjustments to Melbourne and Sydney.
c Monash School of Physics Contribution for
2013 was paid in Q1 2014 and is reported in
2014 Annual Report.
d “Other” comprises adjustments relating to
prior year income adjustments, corrections
to NeCTAR carry forward, and income timing
differences.
e Includes total expense for ATLAS M&O of
$302,217, with $140,685 relating to 2013
expense.
f

No payment made for ATLAS M&O in 2015.
Additional payment made in 2016.

g Scholarship amount includes additional
expense for student support and summer
studentships.

The Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics
at the Terascale is funded by the Australian
Government through the ARC. The funding for
the Centre is for 7 years with an annual base
contribution to the Centre of $3,600,000.
Additional amounts each year for indexation
increase this funding.
In 2017, the Centre received $4,268,818 of
indexed ARC funds. This was distributed to
the four nodes of the Centre according to the
Centre’s inter-institutional agreement, and was
used to fund operational expenses.

Institutional funding
Under the Centre’s funding agreement with the
ARC the collaborating institutions are required
to contribute the following annual amounts:
The University of Melbourne

$660,000

The University of Sydney

$235,000

Monash University

$132,000

The University of Adelaide

$165,000

Payments for 2017 from the institutions were:

h Outreach and Media was included under
Services and General in 2011 and 2012.

The University of Melbourne

$660,000

i

The University of Sydney

$235,000

Monash University

$135,640

The University of Adelaide

$165,000

Remaining university funds to cover
contracted salaries and support to the end of
the Centre.

ARC contract
The Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics
at the Terascale commenced as a Centre of
Excellence on 1 January 2011. Funding was
approved for 7 years ending in December 2017,
with a review held in 2014. Additional funding
and in-kind support from the four collaborating
institutions and in-kind support from the seven
partner institutions provide further funding and
support for the Centre.
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In-kind contributions
Contributor

2017
reporting
period

University of Melbourne

$2,384,131

University of Melbourne – Research
Computing
University of Adelaide

$43,200
$850,412

University of Adelaide – Research
Computing
University of Sydney

$3,000
$524,618

University of Sydney – Research
Computing
Monash University

$3,000
$147,251

University of Pennsylvania

$11,227

Cambridge University

$11,227

L’Universite de Geneve

$11,227

Albert Ludwigs Universität Freiburg

$33,680

INFN Sezione di Milano

$22,454

Duke University

$11,227

University of Minnesota

$22,856

University of Melbourne HPC cluster
hardware donation

$175,000

University of Melbourne – NeCTAR
Cloud computer

$550,000

Total

$4,804,510

Notes
HPC Cluster Hardware donated new equipment
in 2017.
CERN provides considerable in-kind support
to CoEPP’s research activities predominantly
through access to the LHC.
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2016 – the year of the conference
In 2016, CoEPP organised and supported a number of highprofile international physics conferences.
In July, the Melbourne and Monash nodes hosted the 24th
International Conference on Supersymmetry and Unification
of Fundamental Interactions (SUSY16) in Melbourne.
More than 250 eminent international speakers, academics,
postdoctoral researchers and students presented almost 300 talks
representing many sectors of the vibrant theory and experimental
communities.
The conference featured an art@CMS exhibit, curated by art@
CMS artist Chris Henschke. Highlights included the world
premiere of Song of the Muons, a “sonification” of CMS muon
events by Henschke and physicist Wolfgang Adam. Professor John
Ellis of King’s College London delivered a public lecture on “The
dark frontier” to an audience of 500.
In September, Adelaide hosted the 26th International Conference
on Nuclear Physics (INPC2016). More than 500 scientists
attended from all over the globe. INPC covered all areas of
nuclear physics, from structure to reactions, hadron physics,
quantum chromodynamics, symmetries and relativistic heavy ions.
The latest results across these areas were presented in more than
360 talks across 11 parallel sessions, organised by 23 conveners. In
addition, two poster sessions were held.
From 28 November to 2 December the 13th International
Symposium on Cosmology and Particle Physics (CosPA 2016)
was held at the University of Sydney. It was the largest CosPA
ever held, with 164 participants from 19 countries. The
program included 29 invited plenary talks and more than 100
parallel session talks. Topics included particle astrophysics,
dark matter and dark energy, gravitational waves, and early
universe cosmology.

Partnerships and collaborations
In 2016, CoEPP forged significant new relationships with major
international organisations, ensuring the growth of bilateral
relations and sharing of expertise. The first of these was an
international Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
with Fermilab in the United States. In November, CoEPP and
the Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) in China signed a
memorandum of understanding to establish scientific exchange,
collaboration and cooperation between the two organisations.
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“We’re glad to deepen our relationship
with CoEPP as we move forward into
a new era of physics research,”
Fermilab Director, Nigel Lockyer.

“This formalisation of a partnership
with IHEP is a great step for
Australia. We share a great many
research interests and I look forward to
many years of successful collaboration
with our colleagues at IHEP,”
CoEPP Director Professor
Geoffrey Taylor.
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